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Abstract 

Infrared Detection with High-T c Bolometers and 

Response of Nb Tunnel Junctions to Picosecond Voltage Pulses 

by 

Simon Verghese 

Doctor of Philosophy in Physics 

University of California at Berkeley 

Professor P. L. Rkhards, Chair 

Oxide superconductors with high critical temperature Tc make sensitive ther

mometers for several types of infrared bolometers. We built composite bolometers with 

YBa2Cu30 7_ 0 thermometers on sapphire substrates which have higher sensitivity than com

peting thermal detectors which operate at temperatures above F K .. A 1 x 1 mm bolometer 

with gold black serving as the radiation absorber has useful sensitivity for wavelengt4s 

_ 20 - 100 J.Lm. A 3 x 3 mm bolometer with a bismuth film as the absorber operates from 

20- 100 J.Lm. High-Tc bolometers which are fabricated with micromachining techniques on 

membranes of Si or ShN4 have potential application to large-format arrays which are used 

for infrared imaging. Thermal isolation is achieved by suspending the membrane on two 

thin legs of the ·membrane-material. A nonisothermal high-Tc bolometer can be fabricated 

on a membrane of yttria-stabilized zirconia (YSZ) which is in thermal contact with_ the 

heat sink along the perimeter of the membrane. A thermal analysis indicates that the YSZ 

membrane bolometer can have improved sensitivity compared to the sapphire bolometer for 

spectrometer applications. 

The quasiparticle tunneling current in a superconductor-insulator-superconductor 

(SIS) junction is highly nonlinear in the applied voltage. If an SIS junction is excited with 

photons of energy nw, where 1iw / e is larger than the width of the nonlinearity in the I-V 

curve, the response ofthe quasiparticle current is retarded and depends strongly on w. We 

have made the first measurement of the linear response of the quasiparticle current in a 

· Nb/AlOx/Nb junction _over a broad bandwidth from 75- 200GHz. We used picosecond 

pulses of millimeter wave radiation which were generated by illuminating a photoconductive 

switch with a mode-locked laser. The data are in agreement with the theory of linear 

photon-assisted tunneling. Nonlinear measurements made with these pulses may provide 

information about the quasiparticle lifetime. Prelimin~data from such measurements are 

presented. . U~d. ~~~c-~ 
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Chapter 1 

Theory of Superconducting 

Bolometers 

1.1 Introduction 

Bolometers are transducers that respond to heating produced by absorbing ra

diation. Bolometric detectors have three essential parts: a radiation absorbing surface, a 

thermometer, and a weak thermal link to a heat sink. Bolometers with a wide· range of sen

sitivities are used from visible light wavelengths to microwaves for sensitive direct detection 

and for absolute power measurements. Variations on the liquid helium cooled germanium 

bolometer developed by Low(l] have been the most widely used broadband detectors for 

slowly varying signals at infrared wavelengths where well developed photoconductors are 

not available. Other bolometric detectors are used to detect phonons, and X-rays, and to 

search for unknown particles that are candidates for the dark matter in the universe. 

Superconducting bolometers have long been considered for applications to sensi

tive infrared detection. Here, the thermometer exploits the sharp change in the resistance 

of a superconducting thin film at its critical temperature Tc. Although excellent perfor

mance has been achieved(2] with conventional superconductors, these bolometers are more 

complicated than bolometers with comparable performance which use doped semiconductor 

thermometers(!, 3]. Consequently, they have rarely been used in practical applications. 

The discovery of high-Tc superconductors raised the question of whether there are 

practical applications for superconducting bolometers operating in the ""' 100 K tempera-
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ture range. For wavelengths >. < 20 11-m, liquid nitrogen (LN) cooled photovoltaic detectors 

such as HgCdTe are widely used. For longer wavelengths, however, there is no satisfac

tory cooled detector technology above liquid helium (LHe) temperatures. Room tempera

ture thermal detectors such as the thermopile, the pyroelectric detector, or the Golay cell 

are used in applications where a LN-cooled high-Tc bolometer could be conveniently used. 

The high-Tc bolometer offers higher sensitivity under these conditions, primarily because 

of the sensitivity with which small changes in the temperature of the bolometer can be 

detected. Applications for composite high-Tc bolometers exist in far infrared laboratory 

spectroscopy[4] and space observations of bright sources such as planets[5] using radiatively 

cooled systems. Applications as large format infrared imagers may also exist[6]. 

1.2 Response to an optical signal 

The response of a bolometer to an optical signal is best understood by example. 

Figure 1.1 is a schematic diagram of an infrared bolometer coupled to an imaging optical 

system. An f/3 lens couples the infrared light to the radiation absorber on the bolometer. 

The on-axis rays couple to the center of the absorber with a solid angle n = 0.09 sr. The 

area of the main lobe of the diffraction pattern associated with the lens is approximately 

>.2 jf!, where >.is the wavelength. For a bolometer with area A > >.2 jf!, off-axis rays can be 

absorbed in another diffraction spot. The number of spatial modes of light coupling to the 

bolometer is N = Af! / >. 2 • The electromagnetic fields in these modes are spatially incoherent 

with each other and cannot interfere. In the Rayleigh-Jeans limit, the maximum power 

from a blackbody source of temperature Tb that can be absorbed by the bolometer is P = 

2N kTbBI. where k is Boltzman's constant and B1 is the spectral bandwidth. Consequently, 

bolometers designed for submillimeter wavelengths must have larger areas than infrared 

bolometers to retain the same signal strength from a blackbody source. 

Consider the bolometer of Fig. 1.1 with heat capacity C at temperature T con

nected to a heat sink via a thermal conductance G. The thermal time constant is T = C jG. 

The radiation absorber absorbs a fraction € ::; 1 of the incident signal power P, and the re

sulting increase in temperature is detected by a thermometer with a temperature-dependent 

resistance R(T) which is attached to the substrate. The thermometer is biased with a con

stant current I that generates a voltage 'V across it. If the signal power is chopped at 

a frequency w j21r, a component of the voltage V oscillates at w j21r with an amplitude 
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Figure 1.1: Schematic diagram of an infrared bolometer. 

proportional toP. The responsivity S(w) is given by[7] 

S(w) = dd~~) IGeff + iwCI-1 
, {1.1) 

where the effective thermal conductance is Geff = G- I 2dR(T)fdT. To avoid thermal 

instability of the bolometer, we require Geff > 0. For superconductor thermistors with 

dR(T)/dT > 0, the bias current must satisfy the condition I 2dR(T)fdT = aG, where 

a< 1. 

Generally, the responsivity need only be large enough such that the electrical signal 

generated across the thermometer can be read out with an adequate ratio of signal to noise 

by the preamplifier. A complete characterization of an infrared detector requires both values 

of responsivity and of noise equivalent power. 

1.3 Noise Equivalent Power 

The electrical noise equivalent power (NEP) is the ~ower which must be dissipated 

in a bolometer to produce a signal equal to the rms noise in a 1 Hz noise bandwidth. The 
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optical NEP-the optical power incident on the bolometer area required to produce a signal 

equal to the rms noise-is given by the electrical NEP divided by the optical efficiency factor 

£. The electrical NEP (per unit post-detection bandwidth) can be written as the sum of 

squares of statistically uncorrelated terms which arise from a number of sources[7) 

2 4kTcR en+ (znR) Sv W 2 

( 

2 . 2 ( ) ) 1/2 

NEP = 4kTc G + lSj2 + ISI2 + lSf2 + NEP photon (1.2) 

The first term arises from the random exchange of energy between the bolometer and the 

heat sink via the thermal conductance. It is approximated from the conventional expres

sions from equilibrium thermodynamics[8). The second term is the contribution of Johnson 

noise in the thermometer. The third term is the contribution of the preamplifier noise 

where en and in are the equivalent voltage noise and current noise sources referred to the 

input of the preamplifier. The fourth term is the contribution from excess noise in the 

thermometer where Sv( w) is the spectral density of voltage fluctuations. This noise is ex

tremely sensistive to the microscopic details of the thermometer material and is usually 

measured experimentally. The last term is the contribution from power fluctuations on the 

incident optical signal. These fluctuations depend on the source of the light and its spectral 

bandwidth (pre-detection bandwidth) and on the time over which the signal at the output 

of the bolometer is integrated (the post-detection time). The next section discusses this 

term. 

Figure 1.2 shows fundamental limits to the NEP of an ideal bolometer operating 

at 87 K with a 77 K heat sink calculated from (1.2). We assume an ideal bolometer has 

negligible heat capacity and a noiseless thermometer and electronic readout. The thermal 

conductance G is only large enough to prevent infrared loading from the signal from heating 

the bolometer above 87 K. The detector is assumed to view 300 K background radiation 

with a throughput AS1 = 10-2 sr cm2 and perfect optical efficiency. 

We can optimize the NEP of a bolometer with a resistive thermometer by neglect

ing the photon noise-which, for a high-Tc bolometer, is always smaller than the thermal 

fluctuation noise-and also by neglecting the excess thermometer noise. Sv(w). The optimal 

operating point can then be found by equating the phonon noise and Johnson noise terms 

in (1.2). We find w2 r 2 = aR-1(dRfdT)T- 1, a result involving neither G nor R that fixes 

wr for given values of a, R-1dR/dT, and T. 
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Figure 1.2: Infrared power loading PrR and thermal conductance G for an ideal ther

mal infrared detector plotted as a function of the cutoff frequency Vc of the cold low-pass 

filter; The detector is assumed to view 300 K background radiation with a throughput 

An = 10-2 sr cm2 and perfect optical efficiency and to operate 10 K above the heat sink 

temperature. The NEP of the ideal detector is shown along with the separate contributions 

from thermal fluctuation noise and photon noise. 
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1.4 Photon noise 

The photon noise contribution to the NEP can be important for low-background 

bolometers operating at LHe temperatures. Semi-classical treatments of the theory of pho

ton fluctuation noise have routinely been used in calculating ultimate sensitivity limits of 

LHe-cooled bolometeric receivers viewing blackbody radiation sources. The semi-classical 

treatment is only valid when used to calculate the rms fluctuations on the incident photon 

flux in a single spatial mode and at a single frequency. Many workers have erroneously ex

tended this treatment to multimode, broad bandwidth receivers. This section discusses the 

relationship between photon fluctuations and NEPphoton and gives a closed-form expression 

for calculating NEP photon in the limit of many spatial modes and broad spectral bandwidth. 

The Dicke radiometer and the contribution of detector noise to the measurement of photon 

noise are also discussed. 

1.4.1 Single spatial mode, single freguency 

Consider a cavity at an equilibrium temperature Tb with low emissivity walls which 

are much thinner than a wavelength >. = cfv. The interior surface of the cavity is then 

painted with a black absorber which isin thermal contact with the cavity wall. Assume the 

cavity volume is much greater than >.3 and that a small hole of area A = >.2 /tr is bored in 

the cavity wall and covered with a polarizer. A bolometer with unity absorption efficiency 

would measure the power escaping through the hole for a unit bandwidth as 

P = nhv, (1.3) 

where n = (n)b = [exp(hvfkTb)- 1r1 is the mean number of photons per second per hertz 

escaping through the hole [10]. The rms fluctuations in n are 

(1.4) 

Since the audio bandwidth associated with a 1 sec unweighted average of the bolometer 

output is 1/2 Hz, the mean square noise power in a unit post-detection bandwidth and in 

a unit spectral bandwidth is 

(1.5) 

The two terms in ( 1.5) associated with n2 and n are often called the classical wave noise 

and the photon shot noise respectively. 
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1.4.2 Multiple spatial modes, multiple frequencies 

Now consider the same cavity with an enlarged hole A = N >.. 2 I 1r, N > 1, no 

polarizer, and many frequencies. Equation (1.3) can be generalized for unpolarized light 

with a number of spatial modes N = Af!l >.. 2, f! = 1r as follows 

P = 2 . f'io Nnhvdv . 
. lo (1.6) 

The assumption is that the mean powers in different spatial modes and different frequencies 

are uncorrelated with each other. This assumption separates the semiclassical theory from 

the quantum theory. Equation (1.6) can be calculated from the partition function of an equi

librium system of bosons assuming no correlations between states. However, such a method 

cannot be used to calculate the general form of (1.5)~ The fluctuations .6.n2 in different 

states are correlated so a density matrix calculation must be used to calculate NEP~hoton· 

The off-diagonal terms in the density matrix describe correlations between states. Such 

calculations were made by Ja.keman and Pike[ll] to explain quantum optics experiments 

such as photon counting. Hanbury Brown and Twiss also used a model containing the 

correlation effects to explain their data in a related experiment[12]. These calculations are 

numerical and depend on the details of the light source and on the detector's spatial and 

temporal characteristics. 

A limiting form for NEP~hoton can be calculated from the work of Kastler[14]. For 

bosons occupying 9. cells of phase space where g is large 

(1.7) 

For our example, g = 2N(B1r2) where the factor 2 arises from .two polarizations, N is the 

number of spatially uncorrelated modes, B1 is the spectral bandwidth, and r 2 ~ 2C I G, 

the minimum post-detection integration time imposed by the thermal response time of the 

bolometer. Here, B1 r 2 is the number of statistically independent samples of the output of 

a bolometer which detects the photons escaping through the hole. In the limit where ( 1. 7) 

is valid, 

(1.8) 

A physical understanding of the factor g comes from the central limit theorem. We 

consider only a single spatial mode and concentrate on the factor B1 r 2 for clarity. Photons 

emitted from a thermal distribution in a single spatial mode travel in bunches and are 
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correlated on a time scale "' 1/ B1 • H the photon stream is sampled and averaged for bin 

times 7bin ~ 1/ Bt. the distribution of sample means has a sample variance (~n2}b = n2 + n. 
This is the case calculated in most statistical mechanics texts. The noise on the signal (i.e. 

the sample mean) is larger than shot noise because the distribution is sampled on a time 

scale shorter than the correlation time. This corresponds to less than one statistically 

independent sample of the distribution per bin. If the photon stream is sampled and 

averaged for bin times r ~ 1/ B1 , there are many statistically independent samples per 

bin. The central limit theorem[15] states that the distribution of sample means of any 

distribution with finite true mean f..L and variance u will tend to the normal distribution 

as the number r of statistically independent samples per bin gets large. Furthermore, the 

sample variance of the distribution of sample means will decrease as ufr. In the limit of 

a large mean, the Poisson distribution also tends to the normal distribution. Since a large 

bin size implies a large mean, we see that the distribution of sample means tends to the 

Poisson distribution with variance (~n2}b = n even when n is large. 

Jakeman and Pike's numerical calculations show the smooth transition from 

NEPphoton dominated by wave statistics to NEP photon dominated by shot noise, solely by 

increasing the integration time r2. The factor of two for polarizations and factor N for 

spatial modes in g represent additional sources of statistically independent samples which 

average out the correlations of the wave statistics. 

1.4.3 Dicke's radiometer revisited 

In 1946, Dicke wrote a well known paper discussing the precision with which a 

radiometer could measure the power from a blackbody source in the Rayleigh-Jeans limit. 

The central result of the paper written in our notation is 

' 1/2 
~p = ~Tb = ( hv ) (B )-112 
p Tb kTb 1 T2 , 

(1.9) 

where B1 ~ v. Dicke made an analogy to a penny-flipping experiment where the mean 

number of heads is calculated from alarge number of trials r. By analogy, he then argued 

that the uncertainty in measuring the mean temperature of a blackbody decreases in pro

portion to r-112, where r = B1 r2 is the number of trials. In the penny-flipping experiment, 

all trials are statistically independent and the distribution of sample means is Poissonian. 

This analogy is valid for blackbody radiation when B1 r 2 ~ 1 and tile trials are indepen

dent. For B1 r 2 ~ 1, the trials are no lon,ger independent and the limiting form of Dicke's 
~ 
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equation can be calculated from (1.8) assuming hv ~ kT and B1 ~ v. 

· ATB (B )-1 . 
TB = }T2 . (1.10) 

In this regime, the uncertainty in measuring the mean temperature decreases in propor

tion to r-1 . In other words, the noise integrates away faster than the square root of the 

integration time. 

In a typical sub millimeter wave measurement of blackbody power, B1 r2 ~ ·1 and 

(1.9) applies. There have been no experiments using a blackbody source which can verify 

(1.10). However, Jakeman and Pike used a laser beam directed through a rotating ground 

glass disk which imposed fluctuations (An2) = n2 + n on the photon distribution. They 

then varied the integration time r 2 on a fast photomultiplier tube and verified the predicted 

photon count distributions for which (1.9) and (1.10) are valid. 

In the Wien tail of blackbody radiation where n ~ 1, we can differentiate '(1.3) 

and use (1.8) to rewrite Dicke's result (1.9). 

AP = hv AT& = ;;rl/2(Blr2)-l/2. (1.11) 
P kTb n .. 

In this regime, the precision with which the average power can be measured is limited by 

shot noise from the incoming photons. 

1.4.4 Detector contributions to photon noise 

The above expressions for photon noise are valid for all square-law detectors in

cluding bolometers, SIS direct detectors, mixers in which the IF signal is rectified, and 

photodiodes. Although these expressions are not adequate to calculate the effects of the 

measurement on the radiation field, we will quote some useful results from quantum mea

surement theory[16, 17). 

Coherent detectors which measure both the amplitude and phase of an incoming 

signal add noise during the detection process to obey the uncertainty principle between 
( ' 

amplitude and phase. This result is often referred to as the quantum limit and is due to 

zero-point fluctuations of the internal degrees of freedom of the coherent detector. Examples 

of such detectors are a linear voltage amplifier or a mixer where the IF signal is homodyne 

detected. 

Square-law detectors need not contribute additional noise to a photon number 

measurement since they discard the phase information. Many square-law detectors do 
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contribute additional noise because of the details of the detection process. For example, a 

photom~tiplier tube with unity quantum efficiency produces An charge carriers per photon 

absorbed. These carriers provide effective photon number gain but also add shot noise. 

The normalized variance of the output photon number fluctuations referred to the input is 

approximately[18] 

(1.12) 

where (An2 )photon is the number fluctuations on the incoming photon stream. In the limit 

of large An, however, the shot noise contribution from carriers becomes negligible and the 

photomultiplier tube approaches an ideal photon counter. Such a detector can, for example,. 

detect amplitude squeezed states (An2)B < (n) such as the radiation emitted by an atom in 

a cavity which is resonantly pumped with a laser[19]. Other detectors with photon number 

gain which may be able to approach ideal photon counting include avalanche diodes[20], 

mixers with conversion gain < 0 dB and with the IF signal rectified, and photoconductors 

with large photoconductive gain. 

It has been tacitly assumed that bolometers used to detect high energy photons 

such as X-rays are indeed ideal photon counters. The energy hv deposited by a single 

X-ray photon can be measured with high resolution by a LHe-cooled bolometer. For mil

limeter wave photons, however, the intrinsic noise in a LHe-cooled bolometer from thermal 

fluctuations prevents the bolometer from counting individual photons. The crossover from 

counting high energy photons to detecting millimeter waves has not been treated in the 

bolometer literature. We conjecture that the sensitivity of a bolometer in this regime can 

be understood by rewriting the NEP in terms of th~ uncertainty in the photon counting 

rate. By analogy with the photomultiplier tube, we then show that a bolometer can have a 

large effective photon number gain which leads to ideal photon counting. 

Consider a signal power P = 2NnhvB1 with spectral bandwidth B1 < v coupled 

with unity optical efficiency to a bolometer operating at. a temperature Tc connected to a 

heat sink with temperature TIJ = 0 via a thermal link G. The minimum value G = P/Tc al

lows the bolometer temperature to rise to Tc from heating by the signal power. The thermal 

fluctuation noise in the first term of ( 1.2) can then be written as NEP~hennal = 8kTcnhv Bt. 

We can refer the thermal fluctuation noise in the bolometer to photon fluctuation noise 

contributed to the signal using (1.8) and write 

( 2) ( 2) NEP~hennal ( 2) 2kTc _ 
An = An photon+ 4(hv)2B

1 
= An photon+ hv n · (1.13) 
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Equation (1.13) is equivalent to (1.12) if we identify 

· hv 
An= 2kTc 

11 

(1.14) 

as the effective photon number gain of the bolometer. Physically, the effective photon 

number gain An in a low temperature bolometer arises from the many excitations Of energy 

· "' kTc that are excited when a photon of energy hv ~ kTc is absorbed. An extreme 

example ~s a LHe-cooled bolometer used to detect X-rays. The abso~ption of a single X-ray 

photon can excite "' 107 - 109 thermal phonons. Given a suitable readout amplifier, such a 

bolometer can be thought of as an ideal photon counter. 
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Chapter 2 

High-T c Bolometers on Sapphire 

Substrates 

Soon after the discovery of high-Tc superconductors, many groups independently 

recognized that materials such as YBCO could provide a sUitable thermometer for a LN

cooled composite bolometer. The performance of the first primitive devices(21]-(23], how

ever, was often orders of magnitude worse than that of room temperature pyroelectric 

detectors. These devices were limited by materials problems. This chapter discusses the 

development of two types of composite bolometer on sapphire substrates, both of which 

have superior sensitivity to commercially available pyroelectric detectors. 

2.1 Substrate requirements 

The materials requirements for high-Tc bolometers are severe. To achieve sufficient 

responsivity that Johnson noise and amplifier noise are small, it is necessary to have a 

superconducting film with a sharp resistive transition R-1dR/dT. Also, current-biased 

YBCO films have 1/ /-like voltage noise which arises from resistance fluctuations. Only 

the highest quality c-a.xis epitaxial films have both a sharp resistive transition and low 

voltage noise. Such films can only be produced on very specific crystalline substrates--or 

on crystalline substrates coated with thin epitaxial buffer layers. 

The substrate contribution to the total heat capacity of a high-Tc bolometer is 

much larger than for LHe-cooled bolometers. At temperatures "' 90 K the excitation of 

thermal phonons dominates the heat capacity of suitable substrates. Table 2.1 is a compila-
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Material K(W /cmK) cz> ( cal/g K) Density (g/cm;j) Cp (J fcm;j K) 

Ah03 1.5 2.3 X 10 ·:.! 4.0 . 0.39 
BN "' 0.2 4.5 X 10-2 2.2 0.41 
MgO 3.4 3.5 X 10-2 ' 

3.6 0.53 
Si3N4(aznorphous) 0.056 2.6x 10-2 2.8 0.31 
Si02 (fused) 0.0062 5.4 >< 10-2 2.6 0.56 
SrTi03 0.18 5.2 X 10-2 4.8 1.04 
Zr02 (fused) 0.015 3.1 X 10-2 5.6 0.72 
Si 5.5 5.5 >< 10-2 2.3 0.53 
Diamond 30.0 4.0 X 10-3 3.5 0.059 

Table 2.1: Thermal conductivity ,.., specific heat cp, and density of selected materials at 

90 K which were considered for high-Tc bolometer substrates(24, 25]. All materials are 

·crystalline unless indicated. 

tion of the thermal properties of such substrates at 90K. Except for diamond, most suitable 

substrates have similar volume ~pecific heat at 90K. Consequently, when a value of G ap

propriate for 300K background loading is selected, as in Fig. 1.2, the thermal time constant 

tends to be long. Therefore, one requirement for a substrate material is strength, so that 

it can be made thin. Some substrates which are favorable for YBCO film growth, such as 

SrTi03 and MgO, are too weak to survive polishing to "' 20 J.Lm thick layers of millimeter 

dimensions. We chose to use sapphire substrates. because of sapphire's mechanical strength 

and relativeiy low specific heat. 

Diamond has not been used successfully despite its favorable heat capacity and 

mechanical strength, partly because of the cost of crystalline substrates and partly because 

carbon degrades YBCO films. Materials such as Si, SbN4, BN, and Zr02 can be made 

into membranes of thickness "' 1 J.Lm which would make superior bolometer substrates if 

high quality YBCO can be deposited on them. The feasibility of membrane bolometers is 

discussed in the next chapter. 

2.2 Sensitivity limits of high-Tc bolometers 

A short calculation shows that thermal fluctuations rather than photon fluctua

tions limit the best achieV9-ble NEP of any high-Tc bolometer for far infrared wavelengths. 

We consider radiation from a blackbody at temperature Tb which is coupled with unity 
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optical efficiency to a bolometer via a cold bandpass filter of center frequency v and band

width B1 • The minimum value G = P0 /(Tc- T8 ) allows the bolometer temperature to rise 

from the heat sink temper~ture T8 = 77K to Tc = 90K. The thermal fluctuation noise can 

then be written as 

(2.1) 

A bolometer limited by photon fluctuation noise must satisfy the condition 

NEP;hoton > NEPlhermaJ which can be reduced to (n + 1)hv > 4kTz/(Tc- T8 ) by using 

(1.6) and (1.8) where we have assumed B1r2 = 1. A high-Tc bolometer viewing a 300K 

source with unity optical efficiency will be limited by thermal fluctuation noise for v < 

6600 cm- 1 which corresponds to >. > 1.5 J.Lm. 

2.3 YBCO film noise 

In practice, the NEP's of many of our high-Tc bolometers are limited by excess 

noise in the thermometers. The excess noise depends sensitively on the bias current I, the 

sharpness of the transition R-1dRfdT, the film volume, and frequency. We characterize 

excess noise in the thermometer by the noise equivalent temperature (NET), which is the 

smallest detectable temperature change in a 1Hz noise bandwidth. The NET is defined as 

NET= s~l2(w)(IdR/dT)-1 , (2.2) 

where Sv(w) is the spectral density of voltage fluctuations in the high-Tc film measured at 

current I and frequency w /27r. 

The resulting contribution to the NEP is 

NEPNET = IG + iwCI· NET. (2.3) 

A high-Tc bolometer with a 1 X 1 X 0.02 mm sapphire substrate with wr = 1 when w /27r = 10 

. Hz and NET = 10-8 K/Hz112 could have an NEP ::::::: 10-11 W /Hz112• For comparison, a 

1 x 1 mm pyroelectric detector[9] that is optimized for operation at 10 Hz has NEP ::::::: 

1 - 5 X 10-10 W /Hz112 • 

2.3.1 YBCO on r-plane Sapphire 

We made our first high-Tc bolometers using YBCO films which were deposited by , 

laser-ablation directly on r-plane {1012} sapphire. X-ray diffraction measurements, such as 
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(J- 28 rocking curves, showed these films were highly oriented with the c-a.xis perpendicular 

to the substrate surface. Phi ¢ scans of the in-plane epitaxy, however, showed large shoulders 

on the [103] peak of YBCO indicating poor alignment of the a- and b-a.xes between grains. 

Still, typical Tc 's were between 85 K and 88 K with transition widths between 0.5 K and 3 

K [26]. 

We measured the voltage noise with an ac-coupled, room temperature transformer 

and an FET amplifier. The samples were mounted on a temperature-controlled stage in a 

cryostat and current-biased at values typical for bolometef op~ration. Figure 2.1a shows the 
. . 

voltage noise for a 300 nm thick YBCO film deposited directly on sapphire. The experiment 

was done by integrating the noise in a 2 Hz bandwidth for 15 minutes at each temperature 

point. The noise at the steepest part of the resistive transition is s;/2(!) ~ 2 n V Hz- 112. 

The slope of the resistive transition is dRfdT ~ 4 0./K and the current bias is 3 mA. Using 

{2.2), the computed NET is 1. 7 x 10-7 K Hz-1/2. 

The next films we used were 300 nm thick YBCO on a 50 nm thick SrTi03 buffer 

layer on r-plane sapphire deposited in situ by laser-ablation. These films had similar quality 

X-ray rocking curves to the YBCO films deposited directly on sapphire. However, the ¢

scan showed much narrower [103] peaks without the shoulders seen in the film deposited 

directly on sapphire[30]. This indicates that the SrTi03 buffer layer is important to obtain 

in-plane alignment between the c-a.xis oriented grains. In-plane alignment of the a- and b

a.xes produces .low-angle grain boundaries which result in higher critical current and lower 

film noise. Figure 2.1b shows the voltage noise and resistance as a function of temperature 

for such a YBCO film. The slope of the resistive transition is dR/dT ~ 4fl/K and the 

voltage noise on the transition is s~/2(w) ~ 0.57nVHz-112 • The computed NET is 3 x 

10-8 KHz-1f2. For the measured value of dR/dT, this value of NET is only a factor 2.5 

greater than the limit imposed by Johnson noise in the thermometer. This sample was as 

quiet as the best YBCO films that we have measured to date on any substrate. 

2.3.2 Magnetic field dependence of the noise 

One contribution to the noise in high-Tc films is switching noise from magnetic flux 

lines which hop between two pinning sites. The ambient magnetic field in the laboratory 

is an ample source of such flux lines. Voltage fluctuations with spectral density Sv(w) 

arise from flux motion perpendicular to the direction of current flow[68]. The frequency 
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of temperature. (a) 300 nm YBCO on r-plane sapphire deposited by laser-ablation. (b) 300 

nm YBCO on 50 nm SrTi03 deposited by laser-ablation. 
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dependence of Sv(w) is determined by the distribution of pinning energies for the trapped 

flux[28, 29] and the amplitude of Sv(w) depends on the number of such processes. 

There is a large spike in the noise voltage in Fig. 2.1a slightly below the resistive 

transition. The spike may arise from trapped magnetic flux lines which de-pin at tempera

tures near Tc where the pinning energies become weak and thermally activated flux motion 

occurs. To test this hypothesis, we measured the effect of an external magnetic field on 

the spike in the noise voltage for a sample(31] which is similar to that shown in Fig. 2.1. 

Although the resistive transition is broader for this sample, the noise voltage exhibits a sim

ilar peak below Tc to Fig. 2.1. This sample was mounted on a variable-temperature stage 

inserted into the bore of a superconducting magnet. The sample was cooled in the Earth's 

magnetic field and the field strength was monotonically increased for all the data to avoid 

any hysteresis arising from trapped flux in the film. Figure 2.2 shows the voltage noise as 

a function of temperature for different values of applied field. Note the significant increase· 

in the voltage noise and resistance below Tc as the magnetic field is increased. Evidence 

that thermally activated flux motion dominates the electrical behavior of the film below Tc 

is shown in Fig. 2.3. Figure 2.3 shows the resistance versus temperature on axes such that 

a thermally activated pro~ess R(T) ex: exp( U / kT) appears as a straight line. Such a form 

fits the data below Tc with the various values of the activation energy U indicated for each 

curve. This phenomenological form uses a homogeneous model to describe an intrinsically 

inhomogeneous sample and the values of U are a weighted average over temperature and 

over the film volume of the actual barrier energies for flux pinning. 
. I 

The number of flux lines per ar~a in a homogeneous film is N~ ~ B/~o where 

~o = 2.07 x 10-15 Wb. H individual flux lines move independently of each other, their 

voltage fluctuations add in quadrature such that Sv ex: N~. The voltage noise at 70 K as a 

function of monotonically increasing magnetic field is shown in Fig. 2.4. For B < 0.2 kG, 

the, voltagenoise power. is Sv oc B"'~, where 0.8 ~ "'Y ~ 1, indicating that the flux lines move 

independently. In a homogeneous film, the average distance between flux lines is d ~ N'i1
/

2 
• 

At B = 0.2kG, d ~ 0.3pm. At higher B-field strengths (d < 0.3pm), the data in Fig. 2.4 

have "'Y ~ 2 and Sv ex: Ni. In this regime, the flux lines interact and large bundles of flux 

lines move together such that the associated voltage fluctuations add coherently. 

We made similar noise measurements in a magnetic field on high-quality YBCO 

samples on MgO substrates with in-plane epitaxy. These samples showed no peak in the 

voltage noise below Tc and the magnetic field had almost no effect on the noise. We 
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conjecture that the magnetic field-dependent noise shown in Fig. 2.2 arises from :fiux motion 

along the high angle grain boundaries between c-a.xis oriented grains in the YBCO film on 

sapphire. 

2.4 Bolometer assembly 

An important application for high-Tc bolometers is in laboratory infrared spec

trometers with blackbody radiation sources. At long wavelengths, the blackbody power 

which couples to the bolometer decreases unless the bolometer area is increased in propor

tion to >. 2• We fabricated 1 x 1 mm bolometers for wavelengths from 20- 100J.Lm and 3 x 3 

mm bolometers for 100 - 300 J.Lm. Films of c-a.xis oriented YBCO with in-pl~e epitaxy 

were produced by in situ laser ablation of 300 nm of YBCO on top of a buffer layer on 

the sapphire.[30] The 1 X 1 mm bolometer had a 50 nm thick buffer layer of SrTi03 and 

the 3 x 3 mm bolometer had a double buffer layer of 10 nm of Y20 3 on top of 10 nm of 

yttria-stabilized zirconia. 

After removing the sample for the 1 x 1 mm bolometer from the YBCO deposition 

chamber, we sputter-cleaned the YBCO surface in a 1:5 0 2 + Ar gas mixture and then 

sputter deposited 200 nm of Ag in situ. For the sample which would become the 3 x 3 mm 

bolometer, we patterned the YBCO by lithography and then deposited Ag contacts. Each 

of the 6 x 6 x 0.5 mm sapphire substrates was then waxed face down onto a polishing block 

and lapped to 20 J.Lm thickness. The substrate was diced into bolometer chips which were 
I 

annealed in 1 atm of oxygen at 550° C for at least 30 minutes to obtain electrical contacts 

with low noise. The bolometer chips were suspended in a temperature regulated brass ring 

and then a radiation absorber was deposited on the back side. Two 25 J.Lm diameter Cu 

wires were attached by silver paint to serve both as electrical leads and as a weak thermal · 

link to the brass ring. Figure 2.5 schematically shows the completed bolometers. 

The spectral· response of the bolometer is determined by the radiation absorber 

attached to it. Radiation incident on the back side ofthe bolometer in Fig. 2.5a is absorbed 

by a 10 J.Lm thick layer of gold black. Gold black is a porous matrix of microscopic gold clus

ters which absorbs radiation from 1-100 J.Lm by multiple scattering[32]. It can be produced 

by evaporating gold in the presence of"' 5 -10 Torr ofargo~. The density of gold black 

is "' 0.1% that of solid gold and only increases the heat capacity of the composite bolome

ter by 0.3%. At 90K, gold black is in thermal equilibrium with the bolometer substrate. 
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Figure 2.5: Schematic diagram of two high-Tc bolometer architectures. (a) A 1 x 1 X 0.02 mm 

bolometer for wavelengths ). < 100 J.LID with an unpatterned YBCO thin film thermometer 

on a sapphire substrate and an infrared absorber of gold black. (b) A 3 X 3 X 0.02 mm 

bolometer for). > 100 J.Lm with a patterned YBCO thermometer on sapphire and a thin Bi 

film as the infrared absorber. 

During our first attempts at gold black deposition, radiation from the tungsten evaporation 

filament heated up the bolometer and the YBCO thermometer lost some oxygen. Conse

quently, the resistive transition broadened and the electrical noise increased slightly. Also, 

the gold black matrix partially collapsed because of the heating. This problem was solved by 

using a narrow gauge tungsten filament bent into a·V-shape. This geometry minimized the. 

throughput for infrared emission from the filament and significantly reduced the radiative 

heating of the bolometer during gold black geposition. 

Radiation incident on the front side of the bolometer in Fig. 2.5b passes through 

the· substrate and is absorbed on the back side by a 42 nm thick Bi film of 200 f2 sheet 

resistance. This configuration absorbs. up to "' 50% of the incident radiation and minimizes 

standing wave resonances in the sapphire substrate for light of normal incidence[2] .. 

2.5 Bolometer characterization 

Both bolometers were characterized with electrical and optical measurements. For 

brevity, we will only describe measurements for the 1 x 1 mm bolometer. The bolometer 

responsivity was calculated from electrical 11?-easurements, The inset of Fig. 2.6 shows the 

resistive transition of the thinned bolometer chip for almA bias current. Comparison with 

". 
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Figure 2.6: Resistance of the bolometer as .a function of electrical heating from the bias 

current. The nonlinearity of this curve arises from the temperature rise and the dependence 

of the resistance on temperature. Inset: R(T) for the bolometer measured at 1mA .. 

measurements made immediately after YBCO deposition showed no noticeable degradation. 

The steepest part of the resistive transition has a slope dRjdT = 6.2 !l/K where R = 3 n. 
Figure 2.6 shows ·the dependence of the bolometer resistance on power dissipated by the 

bias current. The shape of this curve is consistent with bias power heating, assuming that 

the isothermal fihri is ohmic. The thermal conductance G = 2. 7 X 10-4 W /K was obtained 

from R(T) and from the slope at small bias power 12 R. 

The bolometer time constant T = 55 ms was obtained by measuring the high 

frequency roll-off of the response to chopped light from a He-Ne laser. We infer a value 

C = 1.5 x 10-5 J /K from the measured values of G and T. This value is consistent with 

the value C = 1.2 X 10-5 J /K, ca"mputed from handbook data, and gives us confidence in 

the value G calculated from Fig 2.6. From the measured values of G, dR/dT, and r, we 

calculate a responsivity of S = 19 V /W at 10 Hz and I = 3 mA. 

The spectral response of the bolometer was first measured at visible wavelengths 
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Figure 2.7: Voltage response of' the bolometer to chopped laser light compared with dRfdT. 

The similarity of the two curves indicates that the response is bolometric. 

with 632 nm He-Ne laser light. The YBCO film, which has an absorptivity[33] Of"' 90% at 

this wavelength, was used as the radiation absorber. Figure 2. 7 compares the response to 

chopped laser light with the slope of the resistive transition. These data are consistent with 

bolometric response. The peak signal corresponds to an optical responsivity of S, = 17 V /W 

at 10Hz. 

Using the measured noise and optical responsivity, we compute the optical NEP = 

2.4 X 10-11 WHz-112. The maximum current allowed by the stability condition is I= 4mA. 

Assuming that the excess noise in a better sample would be less than Johnson noise, the 

NEP could be improved to 10-11 W Hz-112 at 10 Hz. 

The 3 X 3 mm bolometer with a Bi absorber was characterized in a similar fashion. 

In this case G = 3.4 x 10-4 W fK, ; = 120 ms, and C = 4 x 10-5 J fK. In this geometry, the 

YBCO was patterned into a 50 x 600 J.Lm strip to avoid obscuring the incident light before 

it reaches the absorber. At the midpoint of the transition R = 110 S1 and dRfdT = 36 S1/K. 

Measurements of the voltage noise with I = 1 tnA gave NET = 1.4 x 10-7 K/Hz1/ 2 . In 

.. 
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general, we observe that patterned YBCO films of small size tend to have high excess 

voltage noise and poor NET. We calculate an electrical NEP = 3.6 x 10-10 W /Hz112 at 10 

Hz for the 3 x 3 mm bolometer. 

2.6 Spectral measurements. 

We measured the response of both bolometers to infrared light using a Fourier 

transform spectrometer in the step-and-integrate mode with a quartz mercury arc source. 

· Radiation from the spectrometer output was coupled to the detector through a brass light 

pipe and a light concentrating cone. A room temperature filter of 25 J.Lm thick black 

polyethylene in the light pipe blocked visible radiation. 

Figure 2.8 compares the ratio of two identical spectra with a resolution of 4 em -I 

measured with the pyroelectric detector[9] and with the high-Tc bolometer. The optical 

throughput was intentionally restricted such that detector noise would appear in the spectra. 

The deviation from unity of this ratio is a measure of the detector sensitivity. Clearly the 

high-Tc bolometer is more sensitive. There is a strong reflection mode in sapphire which 

may account for the feature at 450 cm-1 in Fig. 2.8a. This would indicate that some of the 

infrared radiation is transmitting .through the gold black absorber and into the sapphire 

bolometer substrate. 

Another demonstration ofdetector sensitivity is to measure the absorption spec

trum of water vapor with the highest frequency resolution possible without detector noise 

obscuring the spectrum. We filled 75 em of 1.3 em diameter light pipe with 50 Torr of 

water vapor. Figure 2.9a shows the resulting transmittance spectrum measured with the 

1 x 1 mm bolometer with H20 rotational lines resolved to 1 cm-1 • Figure 2.9b shows lower 

~equency. H20 rotational lines measured with the 3 X 3 mm bolometer and resolved to 

0.5 cm-1 . Both spectra were measured for 20 min. and agree with previously published 

measurements(34]. 

In summary, we have fabricated, and tested the first high-Tc bolometers with 

higher sensitivity than competing room temperature detectors. A i X 1 mm bolometer 

with a radiation absorber of gold black smoke has a noise equivalent power NEP = 2.4 X .. 
10-11 W /Hz112 at 10 Hz and has useful sensitivity over wavelengths 20 - 100 J.Lm. A 3 x 3 

m-m bolometer with a Bi film radiation absorber has NEP = 3.6 x 10-10 W /Hz112 at 10 Hz 

and has useful sensitivity over wavelengths 100- 300 J.Lm. Water vapor transmission spectra 
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were measured to demonstrate the sensitivity of both devices. 
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Figure 2.8: (a) Ratio of two identical spectra with 4 em - 1 resolution measured with the 

high-Tc bolometer. (b) Ratio of two identical spectra with 4 em - 1 resolution measured with 

a pyroelectric detector. The optical efficiency was intentionally degraded so that the noise 

could be seen clearly. The throughput and efficiency were nominally identical for both 

ratios. 
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Chapter 3 

Imaging Arrays of High-T c 

Bolometers 

The composite high-Tc bolometers on sapphire substrates described in Chapter 

2 were designed for single pixel applications such as far-infrared laboratory spectroscopy. 

The areas of these bolometers were chosen from 1 to 10 mm2 to match ·the throughput 

of laboratory Fourier transform spectrometers. For such large areas, there are stringent 

requirements on thermometer sensitivity which require the use of high quality epitaxial c

axis YBa2Cu30 7_,s (YBCO) films on favorable substrates with sharp resistive transitions 

and low voltage noise under current bias. Arrays of much smaller bolometers are potentially 

useful for thermal imaging. The absorbing area A can be as small as the diffraction limit 

A = >.2 jfl, where n is the solid angle of the pixel's field of view. The lower heat capacity of 

such small bolometers relaxes the requirement on thermometer sensitivity. The possibility 

then exists that YBCO on amorphous substrates like silicon nitride (ShN4 ) could be used. 

Researchers at Honeywell are working on linear arrays of micromachined bolometers on 

substrates of SiJN4 membranes for thermal imaging at lOJ.Lm[35]. 

This chapter discusses the sensitivity of high-Tc bolometers as a function of ther

mometer NET, bolometer area, and wavelength. The discussion is directly relevant to the 

design of imaging arrays of high-Tc bolometers for wavelengths from 10 - 1000 J.Lm. The 

required thermometer sensitivity for bolometers of various areas will be compared with the 

voltage noise s~/2(!) measured for current-biased YBCO films on various substrates. Next, 

a design is developed for a single pixel in an array of Si membrane bolometers operating 

• 
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at the diffraction limit for ,\ = 100 J.Lm. A more general design is then presented for other 

wavelengths, optical systems, and membrane materials. We will also discuss a scheme for 

reading out two dimensional bolometer arrays which performs real-time signal integration 

on the chip. 

3.1 Resistance fluctuations 

Our own measurements on YBCO films and those of others[37, 38] indicate that 

the excess voltage noise in current-biased films depends sensitively on film quality. It can 

be modeled as resistance fluctuations, Sv(w) = (!8Rf, where [6(1n R)F usually has a fre

quency dependence between w-1 and w-2 , and scales roughly as the reciprocal of the film 

volume[39]. A resistance fluctuation 6R can be written as the noise equivalent temperature 

using (2.2) 

NET= 6(1nR)R(dR/dT)-1
, (3.1) 

where R(dR/dT)-1 is roughly the width of the resistive transition. For thermometer ina~ 

terials with resistance fluctuation noise, the film noise term in the NEP (2.3) will dominate 

other contributions to the NEP from readout noise if the bias current is made large enough 

that 

(3.2) 

As will be discussed below, this condition can be met for all of the YBCO films we have 

measured to date without exceeding the thermal stability constraint set by bias· heating. 

Phenomena such as thermopower, Bi film resistance, gas expansion, and dielec

tric constant changes have been used as thermometers for thermal far-infrared detectors 

operating above 77 K[40]-[44]. For applications ·with frequencies less than 100 Hz, the best 

NET of these technologies is in the range of 10-6 K Hz-112 . If these thermometer technolo

gies are restricted to thin films useful for large micromachined arrays[42], such as bismuth 

films, the NET is > 10-5 K Hz-112 • High-Tc thin film thermometers promise values of NET 

< 10-8 K Hz-112 , and hence orders of magnitude increase in detector sensitivity. 

3.2 NET measurements for YBCO thermometers 

Fabrication of useful high·Tc composite bolometers requires films on very thin 

substrates to minimize heat capacity. We have chosen to study films on sapphire, silicon, and 
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Sample Source Geometry R(dR/dT)- 1 c5(lnR) NET Pdc (midpoint) 

[K] [Hz-1/2] [KHz-112] [~Ocm] 

A Conductus 1 X 1 mm X 300run YBCO 1 3 X 10-8 3 X 10-8 37 

on 20 run SrTiO:!/ Al203 

B Xerox 1 x 3mm x 40runYBCO 2.6 3 X 10-8 8 X 10-8 55 

on 50 nm YSZ/Si 

c Conduct us 3 x 3mm x 300run YBCO 6 4 X 10-7 2.4 X 10-6 270 

on 20 run YSZ/Si3N4 

D '. Xerox 1 x 3mm x 40runYBCO 5 10-6 5 X 10-6 190 

on 50 nm YSZ/Si 

Table 3.1: Characteristics of YBCO films for use as thermometers on high-Tc bolometers. 

silicon nitride substrates which are strong enough to be made thin. Table 3.1 summarizes 

the properties of four YBCO films which were deposited by laser ablation at Conductus and 

Xerox. These are representative of the best performance that has been obtained to date. 

Samples A and B were epitaxial c-axis films deposited on crystalline substrates with buffer 

layers. Sample A was made in situ by depositing a 20 nm thick buffer layer of SrTi03 on 

{1102} sapphire followed by 300 nm of epitaxial c-axis YBC0[30]. After breaking vacuum, 

silver contact pads were sputter-deposited through a shadow mask and annealed in oxygen 

at 500°C for 60 min. Sample B was made using a silicon substrate. A process wa.S specifically 

developed to provide a pristine Si surface for epitaxial growth[45, 46]. First, a weak HF and 

ethanol solution was used to strip the native Si02 layer and to terminate the exposed silicon 

bonds with hydrogen. Then the Si substrate was transferred to the deposition system via a 

nitrogen gas-purged glove box and load-lock. The substrate was heated in vacuum to drive 

off the hydrogen and 40 nm of YBCO was deposited in situ on a 50 nm thick yttria stabilized 

zirconia (YSZ) buffer layer. Because of the difference in thermal expansion between silicon 
J 

and YBCO, the YBCO films are under tensile stress and must be grown thinner than 

"' 50 nm to avoid cracking. Silver contacts were again sputter-deposited but were not 

annealed to avoid driving surface contaminants into the thin YBCO film. Samples C and 

D were mostly c-axis YBCO deposited on amorphous ShN4 films with YSZ buffer layers. 

The ShN4 films were deposited on Si at 850°C by Low Pressure Chemical Vapor Deposition 

(LPCVD) at 350 mTorr using SiH2Ch and NH3 • The YBCO films were deposited by a laser 

ablation process similar to that used for sample A. 

We measured the voltage noise with an AC-coupled, room temperature transformer 

• 
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and an FET amplifier. The samples were mounted on a temperature-controlled stage in 

a cryostat and current-biased at value.s typical for bolometer operation. Figure 3.1 shows 

the voltage noise for epitaxial samples A and B. The experiment was done by integrating 

the noise in a 2 Hz bandwidth for 15 minutes at each temperature point. The noise at the 

steepest part of the resistive transition for Sample A (YBCO/SrTi03/Ah03) gives NET= 

3 x 10-8 K Hz-112 • This sample was as quiet as the best YBCO films that we have measured 

to date on any substrate. In general, films that satisfy other standard requirements for 

quality (e.g. large lc, small ~T) consistently show low noise before processing. Samples 

A and B had high critical current (Jc > 106A/cm2
, T = 77K) and, as shown in Table I, 

narrow resistive transitions, and'low resistance fluctuation noise. Processing, especially in 

the form of narrow, patterned lines, has been observed to increase noise. Therefore, we 

have avoided extensive processing of the films after deposition by using large area YBCO 

thermometers with the minimum resistance necessary to satisfy (3.2). This approach also 

minimizes film volume dependent mechanisms for 1/f noise. Also, poor quality films tend to 

degrade more rapidly with processing than high quality films. After the substrate thickness 

of Sample A was reduced by grinding to 25JLm, it was used for the composite bolometer 

with a gold black absorber described in Chapter 2. The best NET yet obtained for YBCO 

on a silicon substrate is NET = 7 x 10-8 K Hz-112 . 

The resistive transitions for samples C and D of YBCO/YSZ/SiJN4 shown in 

Fig. 3.2 are significantly broader than for samples A and B and the voltage noise is ~gher. 

Consequently, the values of NET are about 100 times poorer. In general, we expect that. 

YBCO samples with poor epitaxy make noisier thermometers. One contribution is switching 

noise from thermally activated flux motion, as described in Chapter 2. Based on our 

experience with other substrates, we expeCt that the NET's for YBCO films on SiJN4 

will hnprove as that technology matures . 

3.3 Design of a Si membrane bolometer 

For practical reasons, bolometers for use in large format imaging arrays must be 

produced by optical lithography and micromachining. Silicon and SiJN4 are well suited 

to such fabrication techniques. Yttria-stabilized zirconia is another candidate membrane 

material. It is compatible with high quality YBCO thermometers, has low thermal conduc-

. tivity, and can be etched into free-standing membranes [47]. In this section we discuss the 
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Figure 3.1: Resistance and voltage noise at 10Hz in current-biased YBCO films as a function 

of temperature. The noise in the measurement system is 0.15 n V /Hz112 • Sample A is 300 

nm of epitaxial YBCO on a 20 nm buffer layer of SrTi03 on sapphire. Sample B is 40 nm 

of epitaxial YBCO on a 50 nm buffer layer of yttria-stabilized zirconia on silicon. 
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Figure 3.2: Resistance and voltage noise at 10Hz iii current-biased YBCO films as a function 

of temperature. The noise in the measurement system is 0.15 nV /Hz112 . Sample Cis 300 
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thermal properties of a silicon membrane bolometer pixel and estimate its sensitivity. 

For a given optical system, the area ·Of a pixel ~hich couples optically to N spatial 

modes is proportional to the wavelength squared 

' (3.3) 

where n is the solid angle of the field of view of the pixel. The goal of this design is an 

imaging array with f/6 optics (n = 0.02sr) which has useful sensitivity for wavelengths 

30 -lOOJ,Lm and is diffraction-limited (N = 1) at>.= 100Jlm. From (3.3), the pixel size is 

0.7 x 0.7mm. Using handbook values [24], we estimate the heat capacity for a 0.5Jlm thick 

Si membrane to be C = 1.5 x 10-7 J /K. For a thermal conductance G = 5 x 10-5 W jK, the 

thermal response time is T = C /G = 3 ms. Such a thermal conductance can be achieved 

with two 1000 x 90 x 0.5 Jlm legs of Si whlch support the membrane. Figure 3.3 is a diagram 

of such a bolometer with the width of the Si legs exaggerated for clarity. From (1.2), the 

limit to the NEP from thermal fluctuations for this bolometer is NEP = 3 x 10-12 W Hz-1/ 2 . 

If sample B from Table I were used as the thermometer, then NEP = 5 x 10-12 WHz-112• 

This NEP is significantly better than the NEP = 3.5 x 10-11 W Hz-112 ofthe best Schwartz

type thermopiles used in this wavelength range [5]. 

We have fabricated 0.5 Jlm thick Si membranes which are supported by two 1000 x 

100 x 0.5 Jlm legs. The membrane was defined with an etch-stop layer produced by selective 

ion implantation of 180 keY BFt at a dose of 1016 em ~ 2 • After a 60s anneal at 1000°C, the Si 

samples were etched in a solution of 80°C KOH. There are some disadvantages to the boron 

etch stop. The boron concentration results in a degenerately doped Si membrane which 

is under tensile stress and may be difficult to fabricate reproducibly to the dimensions 

needed for sensitive high-Tc bolometers. Also, a degenerately doped Si membrane has a 

high infrared conductivity which renders resistive submillimeter radiation absorbers, such 

as Bi films, ineffective [2]. Gold black radiation absorbers should be satisfactory for shorter 

wavelengths. We are presently investigating an electrochemical etch-stop which uses a 

reverse-biased p- n junction to slow the Si etch rate in KOH [48]. This technique requires 

much lower ion implantation doses of"' 1012 cm-2 and may solve some of the problems 

associated with the BFt ion implant. 
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Figure 3.3: Diagram of a membrane bolometer. The bolometer consists of a radiation 

absorber and a YBCO thermometer deposited on a membrane of Si or SiJN4 which is 

isolated from heat heat sink by two legs of the· same membrane material. 

3.4 Optimizing membrane bolometer design 

The previous section outlined the basic design of a Si membrane bolometer for 

an array of bolometers which are diffraction-limited at ..\ = 100 J.Lm. This section presents 

a more general technique for designing arrays of bolometers as a function of wavelength, 

substrate material, and of the throughput coupled through the optical system to a single 

pixel. 

3.4.1 Detectivity scaling arguments 
) 

Many considerations enter the choice of the constant of proportionality N /fl in 

( 3.3) which relates A and ,.\ 2 • The optical filling factor is the ratio of the area of the infrared 

absorber to the area of the unit cell for a single pixel-which may include other components 

such as charge-storage capacitors or readout circuitry. For ..\ = 10 J.Lm, an acceptable filling 

factor of (50-60%} can be achieved[36] with,N/fl ~50. Diffraction-limited pixels (N=1) 

with f/6 optics (fl = 0.02sr) and A = 5 X 10-5cm2 preserve the filling factor (50-60%) 

and are useful at 10 J.Lm for applications requiring high spatial resolution. Multi-mode 

pixels (N=10) with f/2 optics (fl = 0.2sr) also preserve this filling factor and are useful at 
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lOJ.Lm for applications requiring high sensitivity when detector noise-limited. The specific 

detectivity D* = A 112 JNEP is convenient for comparing detectors with different areas. 

Bolometers of the design in Fig. 3.3 made on thin SiJN4 membranes can have 

very low heat capacity. per unit area C A and can be made with very low G because of 

the mechanical strength and the low bulk thermal conductivity of Si3N4 • The relatively 

high NET of our present thermometers on SiJN4, however, limits the use of this substrate 

to relatively small bolometers with high responsivity to minimize the contribution of film 

noise in ( 4). Such bolometers are well suited, for example, to imaging arrays for >. ~ lOJ.Lm. 

Bolometers made on Si membranes have smaller values of NET, but will probably be limited 

to larger values of C A and G because of the thermal properties of Si. They are therefore 

appropriate for higher throughput applications at longer wavelengths. The very low values 

of NET obta.lned on thinned sapphire substrates make this technology appropriate for very 

large bolometers. We will quantify this argument by calculating the dependence of the 

detectivity D* on area and thus on .>. for each of the above technologies using the values of 

NET from Table 3.1. 

The bolometer substrate technology chosen sets material limits to theheat capacity 

per unit area C A that can be achieved. In addition, for the membrane technologies, there 

is a minimum practical value for the thermal conductance Gmin set by the strength of the 

legs. The legs break if they are made longer and narrower to achieve G · < Gmin H we assume 

that the required response timer and the factor Aj.>.2 = Njfl. are set by the application, 

then the required G = CAA/r will be equal to Gmin at a specific wavelength .>.0 given by· 

_ (GminT fl. ).
1
/

2 

Ao- CA N · (3.4) 

For >. < >.0 , the bolometer will be faster than is required and therefore less sensitive than 

optimum. For .>. > .>.0 , the available range of G includes the optimum value. 

We estimate C A and Gmin for a SiJN4 bolometer based on a 0.75 J.Lm thick ·Si3N4 

membrane which was built at Berkeley by other workers[49]. This membrane was supported 

by two ShN4 legs with dimensions 0.75 X 0.75 x 20J,tm. For a bolometer with two such legs, 

we calculate Gmin ~ 0.3 J.LW JK by using a handbook value for the thermal conductivity of 

bulk SiJN4 at 90 K. For a Si membrane bolometer with two undoped Si legs of the same 

dimensions, Gmin ~ 30 J.LW JK. From handbook data,[24] we estimate that Gmin of ion

implanted Si legs might be roughly 0.5Gmin of unimplanted Si legs at 90K. The reduction 

in G presumably arises from radiation damage of the Si. We expect the heat capacity of the 
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Figure 3.4: Specific detectivity D* as a function of reduced wavelength >.f >.0 where >.0 

depends on the minimum achievable values of the heat capacity per unit area C A and 

. thermal conductance Gmin as well as the response time T, the number N of electromagnetic 

modes which couple, and the solid angle n of the pixel's field of view. The solid line shows 

the predicted phonon noise limit for .a bolometer on a thin membrane. The dashed lines 
\ . 

show upper limits on D* for thermometers with various values of NET. 

J 

YBCO thermometer and silver electrical contacts to dominate the substrate heat capacity, 

so we choose CA = 2.7 x 10-5 J K-1 cm-2 for both Si and ShN4 membrane bolometers. 

Figure 3.4 shows the prediction for D* as a function of the normalized wavelength 

>.j >.0 for a fixed value of N jQ and r = 10 ms . The solid line shows the upper limit on D* 

imposed by phonon noise 

( 
A )1/2 

D* = 4kT;G . (3.5) 

For >. > A0 , G oc A, soD*(>.) is constant. For>.< >.0 , G = Gmim soD*(>.) oc A112 oc >.. 

The performance of the bolometer is limited by thermometer noise if NET > 

10-8 K/Hz112 . The dashed lines show the limits on D* from thermometer noise for various 
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values of NET calculated from (2.3) and 

(3.6) 

. For .A> A0 , G ex: A, so D*(.A) ex: A-112 ex: 1/ .A. For .A< A0 , G is held constant at Gmin and 

D*(.A) ex: A112 ex: .A. Hence D* peaks at .A= .A0 for a pixel limited by thermometer noise. 

The wavelength A0 for ShN4 is 0.1 of the value of A0 for Si since the thermal conductivity 

of ShN4 is ,..., 1/100 that of Si at 90K. 

3.4.2 Comparison of the detectivity to other technologies 

For a given value of N jn, response timer, and combination ofYBCO thermometer 

and substrate, we can compute A0 and plot the curve from Fig. 3.4 as D* versus .A. Figure 3.5 

shows this plot for N jn = 50 and r = 10 ms for our best YBCO thermometer on both ShN4 

and Si membranes. For comparison, Fig. 3.5 also shows the performance of typical pixels 

in several different large format arrays operated at 77K along with the photon noise limits 

for photovoltaic and photoconductive detectors that view 300K radiation in a 0.02 sr field 

of view. The predicted performance for YBCO/YSZ/Si3N4 , shown in Fig. 3.5, could be 

competitive with HgCdTe at .A = 10J.Lm and one order of magnitude more sensitive than 

HgCdTe at .A = 20J.Lm[50]. The performance of this array at longer wavelengths is better 

than room temperature detectors, but is rapidly degraded by thermometer noise. An arra:y 

optimized for longer wavelengths can have a better peak value of D*. Choosing N /f2 = 5 

and r = 10 ms, the peak in D* is three times higher and occurs at .A = 45 J.Lm for the same 

thermometer NET. 

The predicted performance for a YBCO /YSZ/Si bolometer with the same assumed 

geometry as for ShN4 is also shown in Fig. 3.5. The region of phonon noise limited D* 

appears at longer wavelengths than for ShN4 because of the higher bulk thermal conduc

tivity of silicon. The limit to D* from thermometer noise is higher than that of bolometers 

on SiJN4 because of the lower NET of YBCO on silicon. Arrays of high-Tc bolometers on 

Si membranes may be useful for imaging applications for .A > 20J,Lm. One example is long 

wavelength atmospheric imaging from NASA planetary probes such as Cassini[5]. 

The most important potential impact of the high~Tc bolometer is in a LN-cooled 

large format imaging array for 8-14 J.Lm. This possibility depends both on the performance 

of the bolometer arrays as discussed above and also on the performance available from 
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Figure 3.5: Specific detectivity D* as a function of wavelength for diffraction-limited pixels 

with n = 0.02sr(f/6 optics) and T = lOms. The thick lines show the predicted D* for 

high-Tc bolometers on silicon and SiJN4 membranes using YBCO thermometers. These lines 

were calculated using estimates for the minimum achievable heat capacity and thermal con

ductance and using measurements of voltage noise in high-Tc thermometers. Typical values 

of D* for InSb, PtSi, and HgCdTe detectors in two dimensional staring arrays operated at 

77K are shown for comparison. Also shown are t~e photon noise limits for photovoltaic and 

photoconductive detectors which view 300K radiation in a 0.02 sr field of view. 
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the competing HgCdTe technology. Although accurate predictions are not possible, this 

· important question deserves further discussion. Two dimensional (2D) staring arrays for 

300K thermal imaging in the atmospheric window from 8 - 14~-tm require high D* per 

pixel, good uniformity, and low-noise readout electronics. The predicted D* of a high-Tc 

bolometer usedJrori:l. 8- 14~-tm is worse than the D* of a HgCdTe photovoltaic detector in 

a single pixel or linear array format. However, it is difficult to make 2D arrays of HgCdTe 

photovoltaic detectors which are larger than 128 x 128 pixels(51]. Even these arrays suffer 

from low yields and high costs. The performance of arrays of HgCdTe detectors which 

operate from 8 -14~-tm also suffers from high backgrounds and high leakage currents, These 

currents rapidly saturate the charge storage capacity of a CCD readout and can restrict the 
1 

integration time of the signal[51, 52]. Many thermal imaging systems which require high 

spatial resolution across the field of view operate at sho'rter wavelengths so as to use more 
• 

mature technologies[53] with larger numbers of pixels such as PtSi[54] or InSb. Although 

the yield and uniformity of such arrays are excellent, the atmosphere is more opaque at these 

wavelengths. Also, radiation from a 300K black body is weaker at 4~-tm than at 10~-tm but 

stray light from visible sources such as the sun is stronger at 4~-tm than at 10~-tm. We believe 

large 2D arrays of high Tc bolometers on SiJN4 membranes will have useful sensitivity from 

8- 14~-tm and could have advantages in yield and cost over large 2D arrays of HgCdTe. 

Without building such an array, ~e can not quantitatively predict the uniformity of the 

responsivities of pixels across the array. Equation ( 1.1) shows the uniformity in S depends 

only on variations in I, G, and dR(T)fdT. Temperature gradients across the array could 

produce variations in dR(T)fdT from pixel to pixel. But, temperature gradients which 

are smaller than"' 0.1R(dRfdT)-1 should not seriously degrade uniformity since R(T) is 

mostly linear on this temperature scale. 

3:5 Electronic readout for bolometer arrays 

We have predicted useful sensitivity for a single pixel high-Tc bolometer with 

a dedicated low-frequency amplifier. Many imaging applications require large arrays of 

bolometers where constraints on power dissipation and filling factor only allow for a small 

number of amplifier channels. In simple circuits, the electrical signal from a pixel is only 

integrated for a tiny fraction of the observation time. The electrical noise from a pixel in an 

array can therefore be much greater than the noise from a single pixel with a dedicated am-
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plifier. We now discuss a scheme which provides signal integration over the full observation 

time, but does not require one amplifier per pixel. 

The NEP of a bolometer pixel has contributions from thermal fluctuations, includ

ing infrared source fluctuations, as
1 
well as the phonon noise, represented by the first term 

in (1.2). It also has contributions from voltage fluctuations in the thermometer, represented 

by the second and third terms·in (1.2). Thermal fluctuations occurring for WfluctT ~ 1 are 

integrated by the thermal response time of the bolometer. Therefore, a. bolometer which 

operates in the source noise or phonon noise limit with r equal to the frame time does not 

require additional electrical integration. In principle, however, a bolometer optimized for 

sensitivity has equal contributions to the NEP from both thermal fluctuations and voltage 

fluctuations. In practice, the bolometer designs that we have described above are some

times limited by voltage noise fluctuations. Therefore, integration of the electrical signal is 

desirable. 

Photovoltaic detectors in a CCD array integrate the photocurrent with a charge 

storage well next to each detector. Ideally, the storage capacity of the well is larger than 

the product of the photocurrent and the time interval between samplings by the readout 

amplifier. Consequently, charge fluctuations which occur faster than the sampling rate are 

averaged. A bolometric detector outputs a voltage equal to the product of the absorbed 

infrared power andthe responsivity (1.1). An RC filter could be implemented next to the 

bolometer which integrates voltage fluctuations occurring on time scales shorter than RC. 

The RC time should approximately equal the frame time. 

As a specific example, we consider a 64x 64 imaging array of high-Tc bolometers 

similar to existing arrays of bismuth bolometers built at Honeywell[36). Since both the 

readout amplifiers and the bolometers have 1/f noise, we assume the incident radiation is 

chopped at 60 Hz. This leads to a frame rate of 30 Hz and a thermal time ·constant r = 3 ms 

for each bolometer pixel. The pixels are continuously biased and dissipate less than 5J.LW 

each. The whole arrayis read out once while observing the target, and again while observing 

the chopper blade. The two frames are then digitally subtracted. Assuming four readout 

amplifiers, each pixel is. sampled for a maximum time •sample = 3 J.LSec. Electrical noise 

in the thermometer occurring at higher frequencies than 60 Hz is then aliased across the 

bandwidth of the readout amplifier. An RC filter next to each pixel would roll off this high 

frequency noise before it is aliased. 

Figure 3.6 shows a schematic implementation of the readout circuit for a two 
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dimensional bolometer array. The readout circuit elements could be fabricated on a separate 

silicon wafer which is bonded to the bolometer array with indium bumps. The RtC filter 

appears in parallel with the high-Tc thermometer. For conceptual simplicity, we will first 

consider passive circuit components. In practice, circuits with active components may 

consume less power and surface area. Active components are frequently used in CCD 

arrays[55, 56]. A polysilicon resistor with Rt = 10 Mn and a trench capacitor with C = 
300pF would give a time constant RtC = 3ms. Typically, Rt -:::t> R so the contribution to 

the NEP from Johnson noise is mostly from Rt- This contribution will be negligible if the 

constraint (3.2) is modified to 

J6R > 4kTcRj + en+ ZnRJ 
[ 

2 ( 0 )2]1/2 

J chop Tsample 
(3.7) 

The divisor !chopTsample accounts for the reduced integration time of noise from the readout 

amplifier. The resulting amplifier noise contribution to the NEP is negligible for available 

amplifiers[57]. For example, a bolometer on a SiJN4 membrane using sample C could 

satisfy conditions (3. 7) and the thermal stability condition for R f = 10Mf2 and the array 

parameters described above if the YBCO is patterned into a meander line with R = 50k!1 
\ 

It may be difficult to satisfy (3. 7) as well as the condition for thermal stability 

using only passive components because of size constraints on the capacitors and difficulty 

in making high resistance meander strips of YBCO. Although exact requirements on the 

anti-aliasing filter are specific to the system, we will mention two approaches which address 

these potential problems. First, the RtC time constant could be reduced by reading out 

the array.more frequently. For example, most of the signal integration could be performed 

by a bank of larger capacitors called a frame averager which is located outside the focal 

plane. In this scheme, multiplexers transfer charge from a small capacitor next to a pixel to 

a much larger capacitor out of the focal plane at a faster rate than the chopping frequency. 

Then the readout amplifier samples the capacitors in the frame averager at the chopping 

frequency. Second, two-transistor amplifiers with anti-aliasing filters could be fabricated in 

silicon for each pixel. Figure 3. 7 shows a schematic diagram of a cir~uit which is functioncilly 

similar to Fig. 3.6 but which uses active components. The depletion-mode transistor Tl 

presents a current bias to the bolometer without dissipating: much power. The depletion

mode transistor T2 functions both as Rt for the anti-aliasing filter and as a load resistance 

for the common source buffer stage made from T3. This circuit has both an anti-aliasing 
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Select 

• • 

• • • 

Figure 3.6: Schematic layout of a possible implementation of a high Tc bolometer array with 

a novel readout scheme in which above-band electrical noise from each pixel is integrated 

by an R1C filter. In this scheme, a multiplexed readout amplifier which undersamples a 

given pjxel does not alias above-band noise into the signal channel. The unit cell consists of 

aYBCO thermometer R, an RJC filter, an access transistor, a load resistor RL, and bias 

lines. The voltage across R appears on the appropriate "READ" line when the "SELECT" 

voltage is high. All pixels are constantly under bias. The readout circuit elements would be 

implemented on a separate Si wafer which could be indium bump-bonded to the bolometer 

pixels. The optical fill factor will probably be limited by geometrical constraints on the 

bolometer imposed by requirements for thermal isolation. 
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filter and voltage gain to buffer the signal from noise in the "Select" transistor. If a specific 

application requires a higher resistance from the active load, a current mirror could be used 

in place of the depletion-mode transistor[58). The transistors can be MOSFETs in most 

applications. Some applications may benefit from the lower 1/f noise of JFETs. 

3.6 Thermal imaging applications 

Some of the membrane bolometer designs developed above could be used in thermal 

imaging arrays which operate in the atmospheric window from 8 - 12 J.Lm. There is a 

substantial commercial market for infrared imagers. They are produced by more than 

eight different companies for applications as diverse as studies of the thermal efficiency 

of buildings, the diagnosis of malfunctions in machinery and electronic circuits, security 

systems, the detection of clear air turbulence for aircraft, and the detection of cancer in 

humans. Most of this work is done near 3 J.Lm wavelengths because of the availability 

of suitable detector arrays of .InSb or PtSi. Much of this work would benefit from cost

effective detectors operating from 8- 12 J.Lm. A demonstration of a high~Tc bolometer with 

a cost or sensitivity advantage 'over existing thermal imaging detectors would be a major 

development; 

3.7 Summary 

In this chapter, we have discussed the optimization ofhigh-Tc bolometers for imag

ing arrays for wavelengths longer than 10 J.Lm. An analysis of the thermometer sensitivity 

required for different pixel sizes indicates that there ~e useful applications for small SiJN4 

membrane bolometers at >. "' 10 J.Lm and larger Si membrane bolometers at longer wave

lengths. A readout scheme for an array of bolometers which provides real-time signal inte

gration on chip has also been described. There may be applications for arrays of high-Tc 

bolometers for thermal imaging. 
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Figure 3. 7: Schematic layout of a readout for a single pixel which is functionally similar 

to a single cell in Fig. 3.6 but uses active devices. This circuit has both an anti-aliasing 

filter and voltage gain to buffer the signal from noise in the "Select" transistor. The power 

consumption and size of this circuit can be much smaller than the circ)lit shown in Fig. 3.6. 
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Chapter 4 

Nonisothern1al High-Tc 

Bolometers 

The high-Te composite bolometers described in Chapters 2 and 3 are built from 

individual components which function as the radiation absorber, thermometer, substrate, 

and thermal link to the heat sink. At T = 90 K, the bolometer substrate is effectively 

isothermal and is the dominant contribution to the heat capacity. The therni.allinks are 

copper electrical leads for the sapphire bolometer or micromachined legs for the Si or SbN4 

membrane bolometers. The thermal link acco~nts for most of the temperature drop be

tween the thermometer and the heat sink and is the dominant contribution to the thermal 

conductance. An equivalent circuit which consists of lumped elements accurately models 

the thermal response of these bolometers. Composite bolometers can be designed for a va

riety·of applications since their individual components can be optimized independently. For 

applications such as Fourier transform spectrometers, the thermal conductance G and heat 

capacity C are usually adjusted so that the bolometer operates in the limit We; < 1. Here 

T = C / G is the thermal time constant and we/27r = 2Vmirror/ >..e is the highest frequency 

at which interference fringes appear on the bolometer, where Vmirror is the mirror velocity 

and >..e is the shortest wavelength to be measured. In the limit Wei < 1, the bolometer 

responsivity (1.1) is independent of the fringe frequency for w <we. 

There are applications for bolometers where some of the components serve multiple 

.functions. This chapter discusses the design of nonisothermal bolometers on yttria-stabilized 

zirconia (YSZ) membranes for spectrometer applications. Such a bolometer consists of a 
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YBCO film of thickness ,...., 40 nm deposited on a YSZ m:e~brane of area 1 mm2 and thickness 

0.5 JLm. The membrane is etched from a YSZ coated silicon wafer. Figure 4.1 shows a 

schematic diagram of such a bolomet~r. The membrane is heat-sunk along its perimeter 

and serves as both the bolometer substrate and as the thermal link. The YBCO film 

serves as both the thermometer and as the radiatiqn absorber. The thermal response of 

the membrane bolometer can be analyzed with a continuum of distributed elements. S~ch 

a calculation gives e~ective values for Ceff and Geff which are useful for comparing' the 

performance of a membrane bolometer to the performance of a lumped-element, composite 

bolometer. The quantities Ceff and Geff for the membrane bolometer are interdependent and 

are difficult to optimize independently. The membrane bolometer cannot be optimized for as 

many applications as a lumped-element bolometer such as the composite sapphire bolometer 

discussed in Chapter 2. For ~he application of Fourier-transform spectrometers, h~wever, 

the membrane bolometer may be more manufacturable because of its simple geometry and 

it may be more sensitive because of its reduced heat capacity. 

4.1 Fabrication considerations 

4.1.1 Substrate mate;rial 

Yttria-stabilized zirconia (YSZ) is a favorable substrate material because of its 

low thermal conductivity and its compatibility with YBCO. The fabrication of YSZ mem

branes is well-suited to micro-machining techniques such as those used with silicon nitride 

membranes. Films of YSZ have adequate fracture toughness to be made into membranes of 

submicron thickness. The process we used for fabricating YSZ membranes can be described 

as follows. First, a 1 X 1 x 0.05 em wafer of silicon with {100} orientation was coated with 

a 1 JLm thick film of SiJN 4 • We then etched the Si3 N 4 off the polished side (front) of the 

wafer and patterned holes in the Si3N4 on: the back of the wafer. The wafer was transferred 

to a laser-ablation chamber where 0.5 JLm of YSZ was deposited on the front side[45]. The 

wafer is then etched in a 80° C solution of 750 g solid KOH -dissolved in 1500 m1 of water. 

The KOH solution etches silicon anisotrop'ically but does not noticeably etch the YSZ film. 

The YSZ film functions as its own etch-stop. 

This fabrication process is complicated by the need for a YBCO film of high quality 

on the YSZ membrane. The YBCO must be deposited on the YSZ film before the underlying 
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IR signal 

Figure 4.1: Diagram of three membrane bolometers. Each bolometer consists of a YBCO 

film which functions as the radiation absorber and as the thermometer." The YSZ membrane 

is in contact with the heat sink along its perimeter. Radiation is incident on the boloin·eter 

from the top side and is partially collected by the 54° facets in the silicon which are produced 

by the anisotropic Si etch. 

silicon is etched because of the difficulty in uniformly maintaining the YSZ membrane at 

700° C during deposition of YBCO. The YBCO film must then be protected from the KOH 
' solution during etching. We have built an apparatus for etching YSZ membranes from 

samples which are already coated with YBCO. It consists of a 5-sided box of teflon. A 

te:fi.on flange holds the silicon chip as the sixth side. The edges of the chip are protected by 

the flange and the KOH solution only etches the silicon through the patterned hole~ in the 

Si3N4 • The inside of the box is filled with water and contains a red LED. The enclosure 

is sealed with silicone cement and is placed in the etchant until a photodiode detects red 

light from the LED transmitting through the thin YSZ membrane. We have produced YSZ 

membranes of 0.4 J.lm thickness with areas up to 3 mm2 using this technique. 

4.1.2 Infrared absorber 

In earlier work on sapphire composite bolometers, we used a gold black absorber 

for wavelengths from 0.5 - 50 J.lm and a resistive bismuth film from 50- 1000 J.lm [4]. A 

30 nm Bi film deposited on the back of the YSZ bolometer would have a surface resistance 

.; 
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Rs ~ 150il and could absorb ,...., 50% of the radiation incident through the YSZ substrate [2]. 

Such a metal film must be much thinner than the skin depth and must have a quasiparticle 

scattering rate which is higher than the frequency of the photons to be absorbed. An 

alternative scheme is to use a YBCO film on the front of the bolometer as the absorber of 

infrared radiation incident from the back. This could be the same YBCO film used for the 

thermometer. We use data from Gao et al. on the infrared conductivity [59] of a 48 nm thick 

YBCO film measured near Tc to estimate the absorption efficiency of a YBCO absorber. 

We assume that radiation is incident normally on the back side of the YSZ membrane (the 

side not coated with YBCO) and that the YSZ and YBCO films are infinite in area. We 

also assume the thickness t of the YBCO film is much thinner that the skin depth and that 

the infrared sheet resist~nce is R!J ~ ( O"tt)-1 . From the conductivity data of Gao et al., a 20 

nm thick film of YBCO would have a value of R!J which monotonically decreases from 250 n 
to 110 n for wavelengths of 30- 100 J,Lm respectively. We assume the dielectric constant of 

YSZ[60] to be € = 12.5 and use the equations derived by Clarke et al.[2] to calculate the 

power absorbed by the bolometer. Although these equations are derived for radiation of 

normal incidence, Clarke et al. argue they are accurate to within a few percent for angles 

of incidence up to 60°. For wavelengths from 30 -100 J,Lm, we calculate that the YBCO 

film absorbs between 46 ·- 49% of the incident radiation. Such an absorption efficiency is 

competitive with the resistive metal film absorbers used on composite bolometers. 

The geometry of the YBCO film may also be favorable for use as the thermometer. 

A square of YBCO film of 20 nm thickness with resistivity Pn = 200 J,Lil :... em would have 

. a DC resistance of 100 n. A DC resistance > 100 n is required for adequate coupling to a 

readout amplifier. As we discussed in Section 3.2, the voltage noise in YBCO films tends 

to increase when they are patterned into small volumes. The YBCO film for the YSZ 

bolometer covers essentially the entire area of the membrane and may help to avoid this 

problem. 

4.1.3 Electronic read-out circuit 

Amplifiers which have noise temperatures lower than 90K for a 100 n source re

sistance are not readily available. An FET amplifier coupled through a transformer has 

excellent performance TN < 1 K but is bulky and undesirable for commercial applications. 

We have built instrumentation amplifiers based on LT1028 operational amplifiers made by 
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Linear Technologies Corp. which use a bipolar input stage and have a noise temperature 

of 180K for a 200 n source impedance. All of the YBCO thermometers we have measured 

to date sh<;>w electrical noise at least two times higher than Johnson noise. Therefore, such 

amplifiers are currently adequate for the best YBCO thermometers. 

Bolometers are usually operated as square-law detectors so that the output signal 

depends linearly on the absorbed power. The maximum power that the membrane bolome

ter can absorb and respond to linearly is that power which does not produce temperature 

gradients > cT across the membrane. Here cT is the width of the part of the resistive 

transition where dRA/ dT = canst. The maximum AC component of the power is there

fore Pmax = 77Afl(G + iwC)cT, where 7J is the optical efficiency. The dynamic range of a 

bolometer is the ratio of the maximum power which does not saturate the bolometer to the 

minimum detectable power in a 1Hz noise bandwidth. The minimum detectable power in a 

1 Hz bandwidth is Prrun = 77Afl(NEP). Assume that the contributions to the NEP in (1.2) 

from amplifier noise and from photon noise are negligible. Then thermometer noise and 

thermal fluctuation noise are the largest contributors to Pmin· Consider the limits when 

either thermometer noise or thermal fluctuations dominate. The ratio of Pmax to Pmin gives 

the dynamic range 

( G + iwC) { 6T /NET, thermometer noise limit. 
D.R. = NEP ~ (G+i..,C)6T • • . 

(4kT2G)l/2 , thermal fluctuat10ns lirmt. 
(4.1) 

In the limit imposed by thermometer noise, the dynamic range is independent of the thermal 

parameters of the bolometer. In the limit of thermal fluctuations, the dynamic range 

depends on G. 

In order to adjust the maximum power Pmax' the bolometer can be operated 

in a thermal feedback circuit in which the bolometer is kept at constant temperature by 

feeding back a heater current which cancels the temperature changes induced by the incident 

infrared signal. The feedback current then carries the signal information. Figure 4.2 shows 

such a circuit which is qualitatively similar to the flux-locked loop circuit used to read out 

SQUID magnetometers. This circuit is easily analyzed in the regime wr < 1. The AC 

signal voltage l'sig from the thermometer is fed back to a heater on the bolometer through a 

voltage~to-current converter such that 8I = gl'sig, where g is the programmable conductance 

of the voltage-to-current converter. A DC current I is added to the feedback current 6I in 

a summing amplifier which drives the secondary heater. To lowest order in 8!, the heater 
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Figure 4.2: Feedback circuit for adjusting the operating range in infrared power of the 

bolometer. 

power dissipated in the bolometer is 

(4.2) 

where Rh is the heater resistance. •Equation ( 4.2) can be solved for Vsig and written as a 

voltage responsivity 
IdRfdT -

S(w) = G (1 + 2g(IRh/G)(dRfdT))' 
(4.3) 

with a loop gain A = 2g(IRh/G)(dRfdT). When A is reduced to zero, Eq. (4.3) is the 

same as the responsivity (1.1) derived in the :first chapter. This feedback circuit allows 

adjustment of the bolometer responsivity through the loop gain A. Adjusting the quantity 

( 1 + A) is functionally equivalent to adjusting the thermal conductance G of the bolometer. 

The thermal conductance cannot be reduced below Po/(90 -77)K, where Po is the infrared 

power which loads the bolometer. A bolometer with its NEP limited by voltage noise 
- ' 

:fluctuations can operate at a higher maximum power-from the background and from the . . 
modulated signal-before it saturates if A is increased so that ( 1 +A) > 1. The NEP of such 

a bolometer is degraded in proportion and the-dynamic range is unchanged. A bolometer 

with its NEP limited by thermal :fluctuations can have its dynamic range increased in 

proportion to v'l + A. Hence, the circuit provides an electronically tunable G which allows 

a bolometer to operate in a variety of infrared loading conditions. 
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The RC network in series with the preamplifier has a time constant equal to th~ 

thermal time constant of the bolometer. This acts as a zero which cancels the pole in 

the frequency-dependent response of the bolometer. At the output of the preamplifier, the 

response of the bolometer is independent of frequency even when wr > 1. The responsivity 

of the bolometer may be slightly enhanced by operating with positive feedback (1 +A) < 1. 

This could make a bolometer limited by voltage fluctuations m~re sensitive as long as the 

feedback circuit remains stable. It may be difficult to enhance the sensitivity by more than 

a factor of two and keep the thermal circuit stable. 

4.2 Thermal analysis and estimate of the NEP 

This section presents an analysis of the membrane bolometer in terms of dis

tributed elements. A comparison of the distributed-element solution with the response of 

a lumped-element bolometer shows that equivalent thermal parameters Ceff and Geff ex

ist for the membrane bolometer. The contributions to the minimum NEP from thermal 

fluctuations and thermometer noise can then be calculated. 

There are many conceivable geometries for a membrane bolometer. A square or 

rectangular geometry is the most practical to fabricate given the properties of the anisotropic 

etch of silicon. For the square bolometer shown in Fig. 4.1, radiation is incident on the 

bolometer from the top side and is partially collected by the 54° facets in the silicon which 

are produced by the anisotropic etchant. Our goal is a qualitative understanding of the 

thermal response of nonisothermal membrane bolometers. For simplicity, we choose a cir

cular geometry which has only one spatial coordinate. Consider a disc-shaped membrane of 

YSZ with radius a with the perimeter in thermal contact with the silicon substrate which 

functions as a heat sink. The equation which governs heat transfer[61] can be written as 

(4.4) 

where T is the temperature, cp and K are the specific heat and thermal conductivity of the 

membrane material respectively, and p is the amount of power absorbed per unit volume. 

This equation describes diffusive heat flow and implicitly assumes the speed of sound is much 

greater than waj21r where wj21r is the highest frequency at which the incident radiation is 

modulated and a is the radius of the membrane. If the speed of sound in YSZ is 5 x 105 em/ s, 

the heat flow in a 1 mm diameter membrane is no longer diffusive at frequencies above 
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"' 5 MHz. There are no solutions of ( 4A) which describe propagating waves of heat flow[62]. 

Assume uniform absorption of infrared radiation occurs across the membrane and 

neglect any effects from ohmic heating of the thermometer. If the thermometer noise arises 

from resistance fluctuations, the optimum bias current I in (3.2) is that which makes voltage 

fluctuations in the thermometer larger than the amplifier noise. If I 2dRjdT ~ Getr, then 

ohmic heating can be neglected. For simplicity, the temperature T is measured relative to 

the temperature of the heat sink. The perimeter of the membrane is in contact with the 

heat sink and leads to the boundary condition T(r = a,w) = 0. We assume the incident 

power has the form p = Po(1 +' cos(wt)). Since (4A) is linear in T, the temperature of the 

membrane will have the form T( r; t) = To( r, 0) + T1(r,w) exp( -iwt). Integrating ( 4A) with 

w/211" = 0 gives a solution for To(r, 0). 

( 4.5) 

A solution of ( 4 A) for nonzero values of w is 

T1(r,w) =- -1 p~ (Jo[~(1+i)r] )· 

iwcp Jo [ ~(1 + i)a] 
(4.6) 

The Bessel function J0 [(1 + i)x] has a complex argument and is referred to as either a 

Kelvin function or a Farmyard function in microwave handbooks. It is used to calculate 

wave propagation in lossy coaxial transmission lines. 

Inspection of ( 4.6) suggests there is a characteristic relaxation time for a circular 

membrane 

(4.7) 

This is roughly the time for a circular membrane to approach a steady state temperature 

distribution if constant power suddenly illuminates the membrane and is uniformly absorbed 

across the entire area. Table 4.1 shows the thermal conductivity, specific heat, and relax

ation time for membranes of Si, SiJN4 , and YSZ with radius a= 0.5 mm. A nonisothermal 

bolometer can have a value of Tr which can be varied by a factor of 500 by making an 

appropriate choice of membrane material. 

Figure 4.3 shows plots of T1(0,w) computed from (4.6) for four values of WTr for 

a YSZ membrane of thickness 0.5 J.Lm and radius 0.5 mm. The incident power is 1 J.tW. 

For WTr = 0, the temperature decreases quadratically with distance from the center of the 
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Material ~;,(W/cmK) cp(Jfcm;j K) Tr = a'~-cpf~;, (ms) 
Si 5.5 0.53 0.24 

SiJN4 0.056 0.31 14 
YSZ 0.015 0.72 120 

Table 4.1: Thermal properties of materials at 90 K for nonisothermal membrane bolometers 

of radius a = 0.05 em. 
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Figure 4.3: Plots of ( 4~6) as a function of radial distance from the center of the membrane 

computed numerically for three values of WTr. At frequencies WTr ~ 1, most of the central 

region responds isothermally at wand a temperature gradient appears along the perimeter 

of the membrane. 
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membrane, as predicted by (4.5). For WTr = 1, the AC component T1(r,w) has a shape 

which is similar to the curve for WTr = 0. As WTr is increased until WTr ~ 1, most of the 
l 

central region responds isothermally at w and a -temperature gradient appears along the 

perimeter. In this regime the temperature in the central region oscillates in response to 

the modulated incident power, however, the amplitude of oscillation is reduced and is out 

of phase since the edge of the membrane is farther away than a thermal diffusion length 

a > !thermal= J2,;.jwcp. 

It is instructive to examine the limiting forms of ( 4.6) at the center of the membrane 

for small and large values of WTr. The contribution from (4.6) to the temperature at the 

center of the membrane is 

(4.8) 

Figure 4.4a shows the oscillating component of the temperature at the center of the meni-

)rane T1 ( 0, w) plotted as a function of WTr. F~r WTr < 1, the response at the center of the 

membrane is independent of frequency. For WTr ~ 1, the response decreases in proportion 

to w-1 • In these limits for WTr. the Kelvin function in ( 4.8) can be approximated using 

series expansions. The terms of lowest-order give analytical expressions for the effective 

thermal parameters Cetr and Getr of the membrane bolometer. 

For x ~ 1, J0 [(1 + i)x] is [63] 

. [ (x/2)
4 

(x/2)
8 l . [ 2 · (x/2)6 (x/2)10 l 

J0 [(1 +z)x] = 1- (2!)2 + (4!)2 - ... + z (x/2) - (3!)2 + (5!)2 - •••• (4.9) 

Substitution of ( 4.9) into ( 4.8) gives a limiting form which is the same as the DC solu

tion ( 4.5). Therefore, to within an error O[(wrr )2], the temperature at the center of the 

· membrane is 
. Poa2 

T1(0,w) ~ --, WTr ~ 1. 
4,;. 

For x ~ 1, the asymptotic form for J0 [(1 + i)x] is 

J 0 [(1 + i)x];::: e~ cos( a)+ i~ sin( a), 
21l"X 21l"X 

( 4.10) 

(4.11) 

where a= xj,J2- 1rj8- 1/8./2X- ... and (3 = xj,J2 + 1/8./2X- .... Substituting this 

expression into ( 4.8) gives 

( 4.12) 
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Figure 4.4: (a) The oscillating component of the temperature at the center of the membrane 

T 1(0,w) plotted as a function of WTr. (b) Plot of the single-pole response of a composite 

bolometer. 

This is the same frequency dependence as for a lumped-element bolometer operating in the 

regime WTr > 1. 

We can compare the response of the membrane bolometer to the respo~se of a 

lumped-element bolometer as follows. If the numerator and denominator of ( 4.10) and 

( 4.12) are multiplied by the volume of the membrane n, the temperature oscillation at the 

center of the membrane can be compared to a single-pole response 

and tysz is the thickness of the YSZ membrane. Figure 4.4b shows ( 4.13) plotted as a func

tion of wrr. The similarity of the two curves in Fig. 4.4 shows that ( 4.13) provides a useful 
/ 
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intuitive picture for designing nonisothermaJ membrane bolometers. H the thermometer 

only measures the temperature at the center of the membrane, the membrane bolometer 

behaves like a lumped-element bolometer with effective thermal parameters given by ( 4.14) 

when operated in the regime WTef£ ~. 1 or WTef£ ~ 1. The two types of bolometer have 

differ~t behaviors in the regime WTeff :::::: 1. With these effective thermal parameters, one 

can estimate the sensitivity of the YSZ membrane bolometer using (1.2) for the NEP of a 

lumped-element bolometer. 

Before estimating the NEP, we give an example of how the effective thermal pa

rameters in ( 4.14) are modified by the finite size of the YBCO thermometer. A practical 
\ 

bolometer design would not use a YBCO thermometer which measures the temperature 

only at the center of the membrane as was assumed in ( 4.8). Such a thermometer would 

probably have much film noise because of its small size and also could not be used as the 

radiation absorber. We consider the response of a disc-shaped thermometer which cov

ers the central ,..., 80% of the membrane area. The thermometer film is kept away from 

the membrane edge to avoid averaging over the large thermal gradients which occur there. 

We assume the sheet resistance RA of the thermometer film has a linear dependence on 

tempe-rature such that dRA/ dT = const. H current density is constant everywhere in the 

thermometer, the component of the thermometer resistance which oscillates in response to 

modulated incident radiation is 

( 4.15) 

Equation ( 4.15) can be integrated numerically. Assume that the incident power 

is p0 !! = 1 J.L Wand that dRA/ dT = const. everywhere on the YBCO thermometer. Then the 

effective rise in temperature which is measured by the thermometer is Teff(w) = Rt(w)(dRA/dT)-1 • 

Effective thermal parameters which account for a thermometer of finite area can be calcu-

lated by using Teff(w) iri place of T1(0,w) in (4.13). The new effective thermal admittance 

is deined as IG~ff + iwC;f£1 = pofl/Teff(w). 

In the limit WTr ~ 1, the thermal admittance is wc;f£. For WTr = 125, solving 

( 4.6) and ( 4.15) gives c;ff = 2.6 x 10-7 J JK for the YSZ bolometer described above. For 

WTr ~ 1, the thermal admittance is G~ff and for WTr = 0.15, G~f£ = 1.7 x 10-5 W JK. The 

effective thermal parameters are 
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G~tr = 23K:tysz , 

T~ff - C~tr/G~ff = 0.12Tr. ( 4.16) 

For the membrane and thermometer geometries that we chose, C~ff is 90% of the total heat 

capacity of the membrane and G~ff is 23 times the thermal conductance associated with 

uniform heat flow through a square of the membrane. The time constant r~ff is more useful 

to bolometer designers than Tr· The responsivity of the membrane bolometer is reduced 

by a factor 0.9/../2 when c..JT~ff = 1. For comparison, the responsivity of a lumped-element 

bolometer is reduced by a factor 1/../2 when c..JT = 1. 

The NEP of the YSZ membrane bolometer can be estimated using the equation 

for the NEP (1.2) of a composite bolometer with the parameter IG~ff + iwC~ffl substituted 

for IG + iwCI. If the current I is adjusted so that the inequality (3.2) is satisfied, the voltage 

fluctuations from 1/ f noise in the YBCO film will be larger than the voltage fluctuations 

from the readout amplifier. Then thermal fluctuations and thermometer noise are the 

dominant contributions to the NEP. We will calculate the contribution to the NEP from 

thermal fluctuations and from voltage fluctuations in the YBCO thermometer for wr:ff = 1, 

which occurs at wf27r = 11 Hz. At wr~ff = 1, Tetr(w) = 35mK for the YSZ membrane 

bolometer. Therefore, the thermal admittance is IG~ff + iwC~trl = 2.8 x 10-5 W fK. The 

NEP contribution from thermal fluctuations calculated from (2.1) is NEP thermal = 3.5 x 

10-12 W Hz-1/ 2 forT = 90 K. We assume that the thermometer is a film of YBCO with 

equivalent noise to the film of YBCO /YSZ/Si described in Table 3.1. The contribution to 

the NEP from thermometer noise is then 

(4.17) 

Hence, at w j21r = 11Hz, the NEP of the YSZ nonisothermal bolometer is limited by thermal 

:fluctuation noise. Since the responsivity is approximately constant at frequencies below 11 

Hz, thermal fluctuations are the dominant contribution to the NEP for.w/27r <11-Hz. For 

frequencies above 11 Hz, the admittance IG~ff + iwC~trl ::::: wC~ff· Therefore the contribution 

to the NEP from thermometer fluctuations is proportional tow. For wj21r = 18Hz the 

contributions to the NEP from thermometer noise and thermal fluctuations are equal. For 

wf27r > 18Hz, the NEP is dominated by thermometer noise and is proportional tow. 

The total NEP arising from thermal fluctuations and thermometer noise corresponds to a 

detectivity D* = 2.3 X 1010 em Hz112 fW at 11 Hz. The detectivity for the YSZ nonisothermal 

... 

.. 
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bolomet~r at 11Hz compares favorably with D* = 4.2 X 109 em Hz112 fW for the sapphire 

composite bolometer and D* = 2 x 108 em Hz112 fW for the pyroelectric detector, both 

measured at 10 Hz. 

Assume that the bolometer operates in a regime where thermometer noise is the 

largest contribution to the NEP. For the YBCO film on YSZ on Si in Table 3.1, the dynamic 

range( 4.1) is D.R. = 3x107 = 150 dB. Equation (4.1) is basically correctfor both a lumped

element bolometer and for the membrane bolometer. The dynamic range written this way 

is independent of the optical throughput and of the thermal parameters of the bolometer. 

For a detector to realize the dynamic range ( 4.1 ), the incident power must be kept below 

Pmax• the largest power to which the bolometer responds linearly. 

The YSZ nonisothermal bolometer may be useful for commercial infrared spec

trometers. A typical Fourier transform infrared spectrometer (FTIR) sold by Nicolet, Inc. 

has a 1500 K blackbody source of infrared radiation. Assume that the spectral range of in

terest is 40-400 cm-1 , the optical efficiency is 10%, and an f/1 mirror focuses the radi,ation 

onto a 1 mm2 detector. The power in this band computed from (1.6) is 3.4 mW. Some py

roelectric detectors can operate linearly at this power level. For a YBCO thermometer with 

6T = 2 K, the maximum power that the YSZ bolometer can measure without saturating 

is/Pmax = 56J.LW at 10Hz. An infrared power of 3.4 mW would readily saturate the YSZ 

bolometer. The infrared power must be attenuated either with a 1% neutral density filter 

or by reducing the optical throughput An by a factor of a = 0.01. Reducing the efficiency 

of.the optical system allows the bolometer to operate in the linear regime but increases the 

NEP by a factor of a-1 = 100. The NEP of the bolometer mounted in the FTIR can be 

written as 
Pmax 

NEP = a. (D.R.) ( 4.18) 

A bolometer which is operated in such a spectrometer with a < 1 is more sensitive than a 

pyroelectric detector operating just below its saturation power only if the dynamic range of 

the bolometer is larger than the dynamic range of the pyroelectric 'detector. The dynamic 

range of the pyroelectric detector is limited by the analog-to-digital converter (ADC) in 

the readout electronics of the Nicolet FTIR[64]. Currently available ADC's use 16 bits and 

have 96 dB of dynamic range[65]. Signal processing techniques in the FTIR such as gain

switching can increase the effective dynamic range to"" 120 dB. If the pyroelectric detector 

and the YSZ membrane bolometer use the same ADC in the FTIR, their effective dynamic 
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ranges are equal. Hence, the sensitivity of a YSZ membrane bolometer is at best equal 

to the sensitivity of a pyroelectric detector for FTffi applications with high background 

loading. 

Some spectroscopic measurements have low background loading. Two examples 

are measurements of very small samples, and transmittance measurements of opaque sam

ples. The YSZ bolometer is more sensitive than the pyroelectric detector if the infrared 

power loading Po satisfies the condition 

Po< (NEPpyro) · (D,R.), ( 4.19) 

where NEPpyro is the NEP of the pyroelectric detector and D.R. = 120 dB. 

A YSZ bolometer with a neutral density filter which can be placed in and out of the 

optical path may have_applications for this type of spectrometer. The YSZ bolometer would 

give equivalent performance to the pyroelectric detector--for high background measurements, 

and superior performance for low background measurements. For frequencies v > 400 cm-1 , 

the competing detector technology is HgCdTe cooled to 77 K. The detectivity of the YSZ 

bolometer D* = 2.3 x 1010 em Hz112 fW at 11 Hz is slightly worse than for HgCdTe D* = 
4 x 1010 em Hz112 fW (66]. The detectivity of the YSZ bolometer, however, degrades at 

higher modulation frequencies as w-1 while D* of the HgCdTe detector is roughly constant 

until w/2-rr:::::: 1 MHz. 

The most common spectro~eters are gas-purged rather than evacuated. They are 

susceptible to low-frequency noise from the air-conditioners in many laboratories. Therefore, 

the rapid-scan mirror is typically operated at a speed Vmirror such that the fringe frequency 

w /2-rr = 2Vmirror/ .A is > 200Hz. The YSZ membrane bolometer is in the roll-off regime 

WTeff > 1 at 200Hz. Isothermal composite bolometers are typically designed to be operated 

at WT < 1 in order to avoid the 1/w frequency-dependence of the responsivity. For the YSZ 

bolometer this corresponds to increasing Geff until Geff = weCeff, where We is the highest 

frequency of the interference fringes. The value of Gef£ for the YSZ bolometer could be 

increased by gas-cooling or by adding a layer of metal to the membrane. From ( 4.17), it is 

appare_nt that the NEP is not reduced for w < We by increasing Geff until Geff = weCeff· Only 

the dependence on frequency changes. From {4.1), it is apparent that the dynamic range is 

not increased by making Geff = weCeff· The saturation power Pmax is increased by a factor 

J2 at We and by a larger factor at lower frequencies. There may be an advantage for FTIR 

applications in not increasing Geff and operating the YS~ bolometer in the regime WTeff > 1. 

.. 
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As was shown in (1.6), the power per unit bandwidth from a blackbody which couples to 

a bolometer with a fixed throughput is proportional to .X -J. For short wavelengths near 

.Xe, the power is large and produces fringes with large amplitude at w =We· An optimized 

YSZ bolometer would have the infrared signal attenuated by a factor o: until t.he power 

associated with the fringes at We is just below Pmax· At longer wavelengths, the fringes are 

smaller and occur at w < We· The power associated with the fringes for w < We is much less 

than Pmax· Therefore, the signal-to-noise ratio of a spectrum at long wavelengths can be 

improved without saturation by a YSZ bolometer which operates in the roll-off regime since 
' ' 

its NEP is reduced in proportion tow. H desired, the 1/w dependence in the responsivity 

can be cancelled in the read-out circuit by placing a capacitor in series with the input of 

the preamplifier as is shown in Fig. 4.2. This has the effect of making the responsivity 

independent of frequency while preserving the factor of w reduction of the NEP at low 

fringe frequencies. 

4.3 Summary 

A nonisothermal bolometer on a YSZ membrane with a YBCO infrared absorber 

might be the next generation high-Te bolometer after the sapphire composite bolometer. 

The YSZ membrane bolometer can be both sensitive and easy to manufacture. A thermal 

analysis of a disc-shaped membrane bolometer shows that a nonisothermal bolometer can 

be modeled as a lumped-element, composite bolometer with effective values of C, G, and 

r. We used values of these parameters for a YSZ membrane bolometer with a diameter of 

1 mm and a thickness of 0.5 J.tm to predict a detectivity of D* = 2.3 x 1010 em Hz1/ 2 /W at 

11 Hz. This Value of D* is superior to the D* of the sapphire composite bolometer and of 

the pyroelectric detector. The YSZ bolometer may have application to commercial infrared 

spectrometers. 
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Chapter 5 

Theory of Superconducting 

Tunnel Junctions 

This chapter provides some of the theoretical background necessary for under

standing the high-frequency response of superconducting tunnel junctions. First, we discuss 

the energy gap and the density of states of a superconductor predicted by Bardeen, Cooper, 

and Schrieffer. These quantities are then used to derive an expression for the DC current

voltage characteristic. Finally, Werthamer's description of the high-frequency response of 

tunnel junctions is presented in the frequency-domain and in the time-domain. 

5.1 BCS theory 

A brief outline follows of some basic results of Bardeen-Cooper-Schrieffer (BCS) 

theory which apply to tunnel junctions[67]. Excellent descriptions of BCS theory exist in 

several books[68]-[70]. 

5.1.1 Energy gap 

In 1956, Cooper presented his pair wavefunction by showing that the Fermi sea of 

electrons in a metal is unstable against the formation of a bound pair of electrons. This 

instability occurs regardless of how weak the interaction is, so long as it is attractive. Prior 

to 1956, Pines built on the work of Frohlich and showed that within the "jellium" model 

the screened Coulomb repulsion can be weaker than the attractive interaction which occurs 
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when two electrons of opposite spin and momentum exchange virtual phonons of roughly the 

Debye energy. The basic idea is that the first electron polarizes the medium by attracting 

positive ions. These ions then attract the second electron, giving an effective attractive 

potential V between the electrons. A short Thomas-Fermi screening length is a necessary 

condition for the phonon-mediated attraction to be shielded from the Coulomb repulsion. 

Below the critical temperature Tc, Cooper pairs form out of the unstable Fermi 

sea until the binding energy for creating an additional pair goes to zero. In BCS theory, 

this binding occurs for electrons within an energy hwc from the Fermi surface, where hwc 

is the cutoff energy of the attractive interaction V. The bound pairs can be thought of as 

overlapping composite particles with integral spin. They condense into a ground state with 

a condensation energy of approximately "-N(0).6.2(0)/2, where .6. is the superconducting 

energy gap and N(O) is the density of states at the Fermi surface of the metal in the normal 

state. The first excited quasiparticle state is an energy .6. above the ground state. There 

are no low energy excitations below this energy. Two useful results from BCS involving the 

energy gap are 

kTc = 1.13hwcexp( -1/N(O)V)::::: 2.6.(0)/3.52, N(O)V ~ 1, 

~~~1 ::::: 1.74(1-~r/2 . (5.1) 

For bulk niobium, Tc = 9.25K and 2.6.(0) = 3.05mV [70]. 

5.1.2 Density of states 

The excited states from the BCS ground state are Bogoliubov quasiparticle states. 

The Bogoliubov quasiparticle wavefunction can be written as a superposition of electron

like and. hole-like excitations of the normal Fermi sea. The energies of these Bogoliubov 

excitations are 

{5.2) 

where ~k = (nk)2./2m is the kinetic energy of a single particle. There is a one-to-one 

correspondence between the Bogoliubov quasiparticles and the single particles of the normal 

state such that the density of states for the superconductor N 6 (E) can be related to the 

density of states for the normal metal Nn(~). 

(5.3) 
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Combining (5.3) with (5.2) leads to the result 

(5.4) 

A divergence arises in (5.4) at E = .6. since excitations with ~k < .6. that were in the gap 

region in the normal state have their energies raised above .6. in the superconducting-state. 

The sharp divergence in N 6 (E) is a consequence of the sharp cutoff of the attractive pairing 

potential V at liwc· In real materials, the detailed shape of the peak in the density of states 

depends on the actual electron-phonon interaction and there are corrections to the shape 
( 

of (5.4) of order (Tcf0nf, where 0n is the Debye temperature. 

5.2 Tunneling 

Ivar Giaever discovered the tunneling of quasiparticles through a thin insulating 

barrier between p~rs of superconductors (SIS junction) and between a superconductor and a 

normal metal (SIN junction)[71]. He used quasiparticle tunneling measurements to confirm 

the density of states and the temperature dependence of the energy gap predicted by BCS. 

Two years later in 1962, Brain Josephson's prediction of pair tunneling-the Josephson 

current-along with its phase coherent properties eclipsed much of the work on applications 

on quasiparticle tunneling. The Josephson currents have been successfully exploited in 

low-frequency SQUID technology and show promise .for high-speed digital technologies. 

Interest returned in the late 1970s to the quasiparticle tunneling current when Paul Richards 

discovered that the quasiparticle response of SIS junctions has nearly ideal properties for 

making microwave heterodyne mixers with low-noise. In this section we follow the treatment 

of Cohen, Falicov, and Phillips[72] for calculating the DC current-voltage (I-V) characteristic 

for the quasiparticle current and then we discuss Werthamer's[73] generalization of the 

theory for calculating the high-frequency response. 

There is a non-zero probability of charge transfer by tunneling of electrons through 

the thin barrier that separates two superconductors in a SIS junction. This probability de

cays exponentially with the separation distance and depends on the details of the insulating 

material and on screening effects from the image potential in the superconductors. These 

aspects of the tunnel barrier can be lumped into a phenomenological tunneling matrix el

ement Tkq· A perturbative term in the Hamiltonian which describes coupling between the 
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superconducting wavefunctions on either side of the barrier is 

HT = L)TkqCkc! + T;qcqck), 
kq 

(5.5) 

where Ck ( cq) are electron destruction operators for the right (left) side of the junction and 

ck (c~) are the electron creation operators. The total Hamiltonian for the system is 

(5.6) 

where HL and Hn are the many-body Hamiltonians describing the left and right electrode 

respectively. The applied voltage is V(t) and is assumed to modulate the chemical potential 

of the single-particle states on the left side described by the number operator 

(5.7) 

As long as we exclude the coherent processes of Josephson tunneling, the transition 

probability-and hence the current-is to first order proportional to I(HTW· An important 

point is that the electron operators c, ct must be written in terms of the Bogoliubov quasi

particle excitations of the superconductor before the perturbative terms associated with 

(5.5) can be calculated. For example[68], 

(5.8) 

where Uk and Vk are BCS coherence factors and ~~ko and /hkl are electron-like creation and 

hole-like destruction operators respectively. After squaring the matrix element associated 

with HT, the first order contribution to the tunneling current is proportional to 

(5.9) 

The probability that a given pair state (k j, -k l) is occupied in the BCS ground state is 

(5.10) 

The BCS coherence factors of the form UkVk drop out of the first order contribution to the 

tunneling current. 

' The disappearance ofthe coherence factors allows the computation of the tunneling 

current to be expressed in the "semiconductor model." In this model, the superconductor 

is represented by an ordinary semiconductor with a density of independent-particle states 
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obtained from (5.4) for positive and negative values of E. Here, the zero in E occurs at the 

Fermi energy of the normal metal. Also, elastic tunneling through the barrier is assumed

that is, there are no mechanisms for energy loss in the barrier. If the strength of the coupling 

between the superconducting electrodes through the barrier is small, then Tkq is small and 

H T can be taken to :first order: 

(5.11) 

where f(hw) = [exp(hwlkT)t 1 is the Fermi-Dirac distribution function, and AL, AR are 

the single-particle spectral distribution functions for the left and right-side electrodes. In 

BCS, the spectral distribution function is given by 

(5.12) 

Substituting (5.10) and (5.12) into (5.11) gives 

1 100 E- eV E Idc(V) = -R 112 112 [f(E- eV)- f(E)]dE. 
N -oo [(eV- £)2- 61,] [£2- 6k] 

(5.13) 

Here, we have assumed that ITkql is constant over the energy range of interest and can be 

absorbed into RN, the normal resistance of the junction at voltages V > (6L + 6R)Ie. 

The semiconductor model provides an intuitive picture for describing the I-V curve. 

Figure 5.1 is a plot of the density of states (5.4) for single-particle excitations as a function 

of energy for each electrode. At T = 0 there are no thermally excited quasiparticles and 

there is an energy gap for tunneling to take place of eV9 = (6L + 6R)· At this voltage, 

there is sufficient ·energy for an electron-like particle to tunnel into the conduction band 

on the right side, leaving a hole-like particle on the left side. This process represents a 

Cooper pair becoming unbound with one of the constituent electrons tunneling across the 

junction. Because of the singularity in the density of states, the onset of tunneling current 

is rapid. Above the sum-gap voltage V9 , the current Ide asymp~otically approaches VI RN. 

· Figure 5.2a shows an experimentally measured I-V curve for a 2 X 2 Jlm Nb I AlOx INb 
junction fabricated at Conductus by A. T. Barfknecht. In an ideal BCS junction, the 

current rise at the sum-gap voltage is infinitely sharp. In real junctions, the current rise is 

smeared out by effects such as gap inhomogeneity, gap anisotropy, and quasiparticle lifetime 

broadening. 
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Figure 5.1: Energy for single.:particle excitations in the semiconductor model of a SIS 

junction'ploW:id against, the density of states N6 (E) for both superconducting electrodes. 

No current flows until the voltage eV0 = 2A and filled states in the left electrode can tunnel 

into the vacant states in the right electrode. 
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Figure 5.2: (a) Experimentally measured I-V curve of aNb/AIOx/Nb trilayer SIS junction. 

The device area is 2 x 2 J.Lm. (b) Kramers-Kronig transform of the I-V curve. 
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5.3 High-frequency response of tunnel junctions 

·In this section, we outline the theory of the high-frequency response of the quasi

particle current in superconducting tunnel junctions. First, we follow the treatment of 

Werthamer in the frequency-domain(73]. Next we discuss the work of Harris and of Tucker 

in extending Werthamer's theory to the time domain(74, 75] . 

5.3.1 Frequency-domain theory 

Werthamer used perturbation theory based on the Hamiltonian (5.o) and derived 

an expression for the tunneling current as a function of time in the presence of a time-varying 

voltage F(t) and a DC bias voltage V0 • 

(I(t)) = Im I: dwdw' (w(w)W.(w')e-i(w-w')tjqp(w' + eV0 f1i)+ 

W(w)W(w')e-i(w+w')t+i<i>jp(w' + eV0 Jn)) . (5.14) 

Here, jqp( w) and jp( w) are the response functions of quasiparticles and Cooper pairs re

spectively. The first term in (5.14) is the quasiparticle tunneling current. The second term 

is the pair tunneling current which depends on the phase difference ¢ between the BCS 

ground state wavefunctions on the two sides of the junction. The real parts of the response 

functions correspond to reactive components in the current which lead or lag the applied 

AC voltage. The imaginary parts correspond to the resistive components which are in-phase 

with the applied voltage. The function W(w) is the Fourier transform of'the time-evolution 

operator W(t) used in the interaction picture of time-dependent perturbation theory. 

W(t) = exp ( -ii ldt'(V(t')- V0 )) =I: dwW(w)e-i.c.~t .. (5.15) 

For ideal BCS-like SIS junctions, the response functions jqp and jp can be cal- .. 

culated using the density of states for qua:siparticles and Cooper pairs(73]. However, the · 

calculation is tedious and does a poor job of modeling a real junction with the onset in 

current at V9 broadened. The quasiparticle response function jqp can be obtained directly 

from the measured DC 1-V curve. When the voltage across the junction contains only a 

DC co.mponent Vo, then W(w) = c(w), and (5.14) becomes 

(I(t)) = Im[jqp( eV0 /1i)] + Re[jp( eVo/1i)] sin¢+ I m(jp( eV0 f1i)]cos ¢. (5.16) 
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Because of the Josephson relation J> = 2eVaf1i, the second and third terms oscillate at the 

Josephson frequency and the only contribution to the DC current comes from the :first term. 

Therefore, the imaginary part of the quasiparticle response function is equal to the DC I-V 

curve 

{5.17) 

where W 0 = eV0 f1i. The real part Re[jqp(eVa)] does not contribute to the DC I-V charac

teristic. Therefore, measurements of the current in an SIS junction biased with a static 

voltage are not sensitive to the reactive component of the quasiparticle current. Instead, 

AC measurements are needed to measure the reactive component. In contrast, both the 

reactive. cos</> term and the resistive sin</> term of the Josephson current contribute to the 

current when a static voltage biases the junction. 

If we assume the shape of the DC I-V curve is known for all voltages, then we 

know Im[jqp(wa)] for all frequencies. As is required by any finite, causal response function, 

Re[jqp(eV0 )] is related to the imaginary part by a Kramers-Kronig transform. For jqp(w), 

Re[jqp(w)] = p j?O dw' Im[jqp(w')]-' Tiw' feRN 
-ex> 1r w- w' 

= Jkk(V) = p !00 
dV' Idc(V') - V' / RN 

-CX>· 1r V' - V 
(5.18) 

In ( 5.18) an ohmic term is subtracted from the I-V curve to avoid a divergence of the integral. 

The result of the Kramers-Kronig transform in unaffected since only the nonlinear part of 

the I-V curve gives rise to a reactive component Ikk. Figure 5.2a shows an experimentally 

measured I-V curve and Fig. 5.2b shows its Kramers-Kronig transform. The peak in Ikk 

arises from the sharp nonlinearity in the I-V curve at V9 • For an ideal BCS junCtion, the 

peak in Ikk diverges logarithmically [73]-[75] at V9 • 

In summary, using (5.14), (5.17), and (5.18) allows one to calculate the frequency

dependent response of the quasiparticle current to an arbitrary voltage waveform. The 

· DC I-V curve, which is easily measured, contains all the information about the response 

of single-particle excitations in the SIS junction at high frequencies> This statement is 

subject to two conditions. First, the tunneling through the barrier mustbe elastic. Second, 

quasi particles must not interact with each other and cause a loss of phase coherence in the 

tunneling. This condition is only met when the :first term in HT in the perturbation theory 

expansion is sufficient to describe the data. 

.. 
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5.3.2 Time-domain theory 

Equation ( 5.14) for the frequency-domain is convenient for. calculating the response 

of the quasiparticle current to an RF voltage of a single frequency. This equation is the basis 

for the quantum theory of SIS mixers[75]. In the small signal limit where the quasiparticle 

current responds linearly to an applied voltage, the results of (5.14) can be calculated for 

many RF frequencies and superposed. When nonlinear effects become important at larger 

signal levels, the different frequencies mix together and the frequency-domain calculation is 

no longer converuent for a large number of frequency components. 

Following Harris[74], the quasiparticle tunneling current may alternatively be ex

pressed in a form suitable for analysis in the time domain[76]. 

(I(t)) = ~~) + Im ( u·(t) [oo dt'x(t ~ t')U(t')) (5.19) 

The time-dependent phase factor induced by the potential across the barrier is represented 

as 

U(t) = exp ( -iK j~oo dt'V(t')) , (5.20) 

where V(t) is the total potential across the junction. The phase factor U(t) results from 

calculating the perturbation term eV(t)NL in (5.6) to all orders. The response function 

characterizing the nonlinear behavior of the junction is given by 

X.(t) = ~ koo dw (rdc(tu..Jfe)- en;N) sin(wt). (5.21) 

Here we have assumed the DC I-V curve is antisymmetric, Ide(-V) = -Idc(V), and that 

it approaches an ohmic resistance RN at large bias voltages. The response function x(t) 

results from calculating the perturbation term HT in (5.6) to first order. The function X.(t) 

is the inverse Fourier transform of the response {unction Im[(if4e)jqp(tu..J0 fe)]. 

Equation (5.21) for x(t) was plotted by McDonald et al.[77] for an ideal SIS junc

tion at T=O. The function x(t) behaves like the impulse response of the SIS junction and 

oscillates in time with the energy gap frequency 2.6./h. The amplitude of oscillation decays 

only inversely with t at large times. Therefore, the current depends on the history of the 

voltage infinitely far into the past. The t-:1 decay is expected for an ideal junction with 

an infinitely sharp onset in current since the inverse Fourier transform of a step function 

in the frequency-domain has temporal oscillations which decay as t- 1 • For a real junction, 

the nonlinearity at V9 occurs over a finite range in voltage and X.( t) dies off in a finite time. 
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Figure 5.3: Measured I-V curve of a Nb I AlOx INb trilayer SIS junction with the current 

contribution from the normal resistance VI RN subtracted. 

The response 'of a junction with a very broad nonlinearity dies off in a short time. Fig

ure 5.3 shows the DC I-V curve of Fig. 5.2a with RN subtracted. The steep edge at 2. 75 m V 

would be perfectly sharp for an ideal BCS junction. Figure 5.4 shows the response function 

x(t) calculated from Fig. 5.3. The oscillations in x(t) occur at the frequency of the energy 

gap. The energy gap of this junction is approximately 2. 75 m V, slightly below the value for 

bulk Nb of3.05mV. A suppressed gap is common in NbiAlOxiNb trilayer junctions and 

probably arises from incomplete anodization of the Al film used to make the AlOx tunnel 

barrier. T,he quasiparticles then tunnel into a thin Al film of thickness< ~0 , where ~o is the 

coherence length. The thin film has its gap enhanced by the proximity effect from the Nb 

layer to a value slightly below the gap of Nb. The oscillations in x( t) in Fig. 5.2 decay in 

"' 20 ps. This decay time arises from the width of the non-linearity shown in Fig. 5.2a. 

In the limit where x(t) becomes negligibly small on a time-scale corresponding to 

the reciprocal of the applied frequency, the response will be effectively instantaneous. In 

this case, the tunneling current simply follows the classical, time-dependent modulation of 
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Figure 5.4: Response function x(t) for the quasiparticle current calculated from the 1-V 

curve in Fig. 5.3 with RN subtracted. 
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the I-V curve and the in-phase conductance is independent of frequency. This regime is 

referred to as the "classical regime." H, on the other hand, the nonlinearity is sharp enough 

that x(t) remains finite over the RF period, then the current is a nonlocal function of time 

and the device operates in the "quantum regime." Because the junction response is no 

longer instantaneous, the in-phase conductance becomes frequency-dependent and results 

in the appearance of nonlinear reactances. 

Given knowledge of the temporal RF waveform, the time-domain equation {5.19) 

allows one to calculate the quasiparticle responsein the voltage-biased case. Equation {5.19) 

is appropriate for calculating the instantaneous current (J(t)) flowing through the SIS junc

tion with the DC bias Vo = 0. For nonzero bias voltages, the integral in (5.20) diverges. 

The DC voltage bias can be accounted for in the response function x(t) by shifting the DC 

I-V curve along the voltage axis by V0 • This breaks the. antisymmetry of the I-V curve 

about V = 0. The response function that should be used in (5.19) is then 

x(t) = !_ loo dJ..J (rdc(Tiwfe- Va)- 1iw ~eVa) e-i""t. 
r -oo . e N 

(5.22) 

The time-dependent phase factor then becomes 

U(t) = exp ( -i~ /_too dt'[V(t')- Vol) (5.23) 

Given the voltage across the SIS junction V(t), and the measured DC I-V curve, we can 

now calculate the nonlinear response .of the quasiparticle current in the time-domain. 

As an example of such a calculation, consider the voltage produced by a pho

toconductive switch. A photoconductor at the terminals of a dipole antenna which is 

voltage-biased and illuminated with a 100 fs laser pulse can produce a pulse of RF volt

age at millimeter wave frequencies[83, 84]. Figure 5.5 shows the RF voltage produced by 

a photoconductive switch. Chapter 6 describes this particular photoconductive switch in 

detail. Using the voltage waveform in Fig. 5.5, we can calculate the time-dependent phase 

factor (5.23) and then convolve U(t) with x(t) in {5.22) to calculate the quasiparticle cur

rent (J(t)). Figure 5.6 shows the results of such a calculation for bias voltages of 2.3 mV 

and 2.1 mV. For a bias voltage of 2.3 mV, there is a threshold for absorption of photons 

~ with energy 1iw > 2.::l - V0 = 0.45 me V. Only the frequency components of the voltage 

waveform with w f2r > 110 GHz couple to the quasiparticle current. For V0 = 2.3 m V, the 

current waveform in Fig. 5.6a resembles the shape of the applied voltage in Fig. 5.5 since 

most ofthe frequency components couple to the-quasiparticle current. For V0 = 2.1 mV, the 
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Figure 5.5: Voltage pulse produced by an Auston switch in the time-domain. The pulse 

shape was deduced using an interferometer and a LHe-cooled bolometer in the method 

described in Chapter 6. 

absorption threshold occurs for w /21r > 160 GHz. The current oscillations of Fig. 5.6b have 

slightly lower amplitude than in Fig. 5.6a and lack the low-frequency components which 

appear in Fig. 5.6a. To a good approximation, the quasiparticle current responds linearly 

to the voltage waveform in Fig. 5.5 for 2.1 < V0 < 2.3 m V. The quasiparticle current only 

contains frequency components which are present in the applied voltage. 

Figure 5. 7 shows the response of the quasiparticle current to the voltage pulse 

for V0 = l.OmV. The threshold for absorption of photons occurs for wj21r > 424GHz. 

There is no amplitude of oscillation in the voltage of Fig. 5.5 for frequencies above 400 GHz. 

However, two-photon processes can couple to the quasiparticle current. For example, two 

photons of energy w1 and w2 can break a pair if (w1 +w2)/2-rr > 424 GHz. The high-frequency 

oscillations in Fig. 5. 7 arise from these nonlinear processes. The nonlinear dependence of 

the phase factor U(t) on the applied voltage accounts for multiple-photon interactions with 

the quasiparticle current; Multiple-photo11: processes are treated in the theory since the 

term eV(t)NL in (5.6) is taken to all orders in the perturbation expansion. Interactions 

between quasiparticles can also produce a nonlinear response. These interactions are not 
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Figure 5.6: Calculation of the response of the quasiparticle current to the voltage pulse in 

Fig. 5.5. (a) V0 = 2.3mV. (b) V0 = 2.lmV. 
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Figure 5. 7: Calculation of the nonlinear response of the quasiparticle current to the voltage 

pulse in Fig. 5.5 for V0 = 1.0 m V. At this bias voltage, multiple photon processes contribute 

to the quasiparticle current. 

accounted for by the theory since the term HT in (5.6Jis only taken to first order. We will 

address interactions between quasi particles in the next chapter . 
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Chapter 6 

Picosecond Response of Nb 

Tunnel Junctions 

In this chapter, we discuss measurements of the response of Nb SIS junctions to 

picosecond pulses of millimeter wave radiation. This work was a collaboration with Chandu 

Karadi in the research group of Professor J. W. Orenstein at the University of California at 

Berkeley. A brief introduction describes previous work with constant wave ( CW) sources· 

of millimeter waves. The experimental technique for measuring SIS junctions in the time

domain is then presented. Results for the linear response of the SIS junction are compared 

with the theory of linear photon-assisted tunneling. Preliminary results from nonlinear 

measurements are also presented. 

6.1 Introduction 

In Chapter 5, we discussed the sharp nonlinearity which occurs in the I-V curve 

of an SIS junction at a voltage 2!:::./e, where t:::. is the energy gap of the superconductor. If 

the junction is excited with photons of energy nw, where liwfe is greater than the width of 

the nonlinearity in the I-V curve, there is a threshold for the absorption of photons which 

occurs at nw = 2t:::.- eV0 , where V0 is the bias voltage. This regime is sometimes called the 

"quantum regime" since the amount ofradio-frequency (RF) power absorbed by a voltage

biased junction has a strong dependence on frequency. The component of the quasiparticle 

current which is in-phase with the applied voltage gives rise to the quantum conductance. 

The out-of-phase component gives the quantum susceptance. The strong dependence on 
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frequency of the tota1 admittance of the SIS junction in the quantum regime allows SIS 

quasiparticle mixers to have conversion gain at microwave frequencies[75, 78]. 

Previous workers measured the response of SIS junctions in the quantum regime 

at a single frequency near 80 GHz using CW oscillators. Hu et al. made the first measure

ment of the quantum susceptance[79]. They patterned a planar antenna and an inductive 

microstrip stub in parallel with a Nb/ AlOx/Pb junction. The parallel combination of the in

ductive stub and the geometrical capacitance of the junction formed an LC resonator. Using 

a Fourier-transform spectrometer, they observed small shifts in· the resonant frequency as a 

function of the bias voltage V0 • The existence of the quantum susceptance was deduced from 

the voltage-dependence of the shift in the resonance frequency. Worsham et al. performed 

a reflection measur~ment at 80 GHz on an array of two Nb/AlOx/Nb junctions mounted 

in a waveguide using a voltage standing wave ratio (VSWR) technique[80]. They decon

volved the junction impedance from the embedding impedance of the waveguide mount 

and deduced the full voltage-dependence of the quantum conductance and susceptance at. 

87GHz. 

We have made the first measurement of the quasiparticle response in a Nb/ AlOx/Nb 

junction over a broad bandwidth from 75 - 200 GHz. We used a photoconductive switch 

as a pulsed source of millimeter wave radiation which has broader bandwidth than CW 

microwave oscillators and has an average power which is two orders of magnitude higher 
' . 

than that of a blackbody source with T = 1000 K. The power is sufficiently high such that 

radiation can be weakly coupled to the SIS junction via an antenna which is impedance

mismatched. Consequently, the quasiparticle response is not significantly broadened by the 
-, 

radiation resistance of the antenna. 

Equation (5.19) is an expression for the quasiparticle current which oscillates back 

and forth across an SIS junction which is excited by a short voltage pulse. Figure 5.6 

is a simulation of the quasiparticle response to a voltage pulse from the photoconductive 
I 

switch described above. In principle, this response could be measured by illuminating 

an SIS junction with a pulse from the photoconductive switch and measuring the current 

through the SIS junction with an oscilloscope with < 1 ps temporal resolution. In practice, 

oscilloscopes with adequate speed· and sensitivity for this measurement are not available. 

The linear response of a stationary system can be measured by using two fast voltage pulses 

which are separated in time by a variable delay. The voltage p~ses interact with the system 

and are then multiplied together and time-averaged in a correlator. The correlator can be 
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a square-law detector[81) such as a bolometer which produces an output current which is 

proportional to the square of the input voltage lout ex: IVinl2
• 

In the case of the SIS junction, we infer the high-frequency response by measuring 

the change in the DC current through the junction as a function of the time-delay between 

the two pulses. The voltage pulses probe the high-frequency conductivity of the junction 

and the square-law behavior of the junction itself is used as the correlator. An intuitive 

description of how the pulses interact with the quasiparticle current follows. Consider two 

equivalent voltage pulses of "' 1 ps duration which are separated by a variable time-delay. 

The first pulse incident on the junction causes the quasiparticle current to oscillate back 

and forth across thejunction as was simulated in Fig. 5.6. Assume that the second pulse 

arrives at the junction after a small time-delay such that the quasiparticle current is still 

oscillating in response to the first pulse. The second pulse induces . an osci~ating current 

which can add constructively or destructively to the current from the the first pulse. H the 

currents add constructively, there is a large amplitude of oscillation and a correspondingly 

large square-law signal lout· If the currents add destructively, the oscillations are small 

and lout is small. By measuring the square-law signal as a function of the time-delay, we 

indirectly measure the coherent oscillation of the quasiparticle current through the junction. 

6.2 Photoconductive switch 

The picosecond pulses of millimeter wave radiation were generated by rapidly 

closing a photoconductive switch which was fabricated at the terminals of a dipole antenna 

and was biased with a DC voltage. The photoconductive switch can be short-circuited in 

less than 1 ps by a 100 fs pulse of visible light from a mode-locked laser with photon energy 

fu.,; > E 9 , where E9 is the bandgap of the photoconductor. The DC bias voltage accelerates 

the excess carriers and there is a sudden rise in the current flowing between the antenna 

terminals. In 1 - 2 ps, the excess carriers recombine and the current decays rapidly. By the 

Larmor power formula[82], the radiated RF power is proportional to 

l
dll2 PRF ex: dt . (6.1) 

H the photoconductor is voltage-biased at frequencies "' 1 THz, then dl / dt ex: Vdc/ R( t), 

where R(t) is the time-dependent resistance of the photoconductor. Then the power is 
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Figure 6.1: Schematic diagram of a photoconductive switch coupled to a dipole antenna 

fabricated on a silicon-on-sapphire wafer. 

proportional to the square of the bias voltage 

(6.2) 
I 

Experimentally, we observe that the emitted RF power obeys (6.2). 

Silicon photoconductive switches were fabricated on silicon-on-sapphlre (SOS) 

wafers[83, 84]. Figure 6.1 is a schematic diagram of the photoconductive switch coupled 

to a dipole antenna. The silicon was ion-implanted at doses of 1015 cm-2 with oxygen 

ions at energies 100 ke V and 200 ke V. The oxygen impurities are electrically neutral and 

cause radiation-damage in the silicon which reduces the lifetime of excess carriers. A dipole 

antenna was patterned in the middle of a 20 mm long transmission line consisting of two 

parallel aluminum lines of width 10 JJ.m and separated from each other by 300 JJ.m. There 

is a 10 JJ.m wide gap between the antenna terminals where the ion-damaged silicon was 

patterned. The photoconductor was excited with a Ti:sapphire laser operating at 800 nm 

with 100 fs pulses and an average power of 200 mW. The time-averaged power emitted by 

the photoconductive switch was 68 n W with 40 Y of DC bias. The laser pulses rep'eat at 

a frequency of 100 MHz and the duty cycle of the millimeter wave pulse is approximately 

0.1 %. The emitted p:ulses are nearly a single cycle of electric field oscillation and have a 

center frequency of 180 GHz and a 3dB bandwidth of 80 GHz. 
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Figure 6.2: Schematic diagram of the millimeter wave interferometer used to measure the 

high-frequency response of an SIS junction. 

6.3 Interferometer 

This section discusses the interferometer used to measure the high-frequency re

sponse of an SIS junction. First, the interferometer is analyzed for the.case of a square-law 

detector. Then we present calibration data which were measured with a LHe-cooled bolome

ter as the square-law detector. 

Figure 6.2 shows a schematic diagram of an interferometer which illuminates an 

SIS junction with two pulses of millimeter radiation. A 50% beam splitter divides a 100 

fs optical pulse from the Ti:sapphire laser into two pulses, one of which is delayed by a 

variable amount. Both optical pulses are focused onto nominally identical photoconductive 

switches, each biased with a variable DC voltage. Each photoconductive switch emits a pulse 

of millimeter wave radiation which is partially collimated by a 13 mm diameter sapphire. 

hyperhemisphere and then further collimated by an f/1 parabolic mirror with a diameter of 

9 em. The two beams are combined into one with a 175 J.Lm thick Mylar beamsplitter. An 

f/3 parabolic mirror then focuses the combined< beam through a 25 J.Lm thick polypropylene 

window on a liquid helium cryostat which houses the SIS junction. The cryostat with the 

SIS junction rests on a kinematic moun:t and can temporarily be replaced by a cryostat 

containing a helium-cooled bolometer for calibration measurements. 

The interferometer treats the two millimeter wave pulses asymmetrically. One of 

the pulses transmits through the Mylar beamsplitter while the other pulse reflects off the 

beamsplitter. The reflected pulse undergoes a phase shift of 1r relative to the transmitted 

... 
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pulse in addition to any phase shifts arising from the optical delay line. When the delay time 

r between the two optical pulses is zero, the electric field amplitudes of the two millimeter 

wave pulses are of opposite sign and cancel. We will show that the cross-correlation of the 

two electric field amplitudes is antisymmetric about r = 0. 

For clarity, we analyze the effect of a single frequency of the millimeter wave 

pulse propagating through the interferometer. Assume that a square-law detector such as 

a bolometer replaces the SIS junction in Fig. 6.2. Also, assume the square-law detector 

absorbs the incident radiation with unity efficiency at all frequencies. The amplitude of 

the electric field at the square-law detector which reflects fz:om the beamsplitter is E1(t) = 

r .1E1 (w )~-iwt, where r .l is the coefficient for the reflected electric field. The electric field 

which. transmits through the beamsplitter is E2(t) = t.LE2(w)e-i(wt+<t>), where t.l is the 

transmission coefficient and <P = wr = 2dw / c is the phase difference betw~en E1 ( t) and 

E2(t) caused by a displacement d of the mirror in the optical delay line. The voltage which 

appears at the output of the square-law detector is pro~ortional to 

I(Et(t) + E2(t + r))l2 = I(E1(t))l2+ I(E2(t))l2 + 
(Ei(t)E2(t + r)) + (E1(t)E2(t + r)), (6.3) 

where the bra and ket denote averaging over time 

(Ei(t)E2(t + r)) = f~oofoT E;(t)E2(t + r)dt. (6.4) 

Substituting the expressions for E1(t) and E2(t) into (6.3) gives 

I(Et(t) + E2(t + r))l2 = · I(Et(w))l2 lr .1!2 + I(E2(w))l2 1t.L1 2 ;t 

(Et(w)E2(w)) (rit.Le-itl> + r.LtJ.ei<t>) . (6.5) 

Expressions for r .l and t .l for p-polarized. radiation incident on a dielectric membrane are: 

"2{3 r 12 + r 23e1 

TJ_ = 
1 + T}2T23ei2{3 

tl2 + t23€i{3 
1 + Tt2T23ei2{3 ' 

(6.6) 

where {3 = ( w / c )nd cos 82, sin 82 = n -I sin 01 , and 01 is the angle of incidence mea.§.Ured 

from the normal of the plane of the beamsplitter. The quantities Tij and t;j are the Fresnel 

coefficients for the vacuum/Mylar interfaces[85] 

cos 81 - n cos 82 
T12 = 

cos 81 + n cos 82 
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n cos 82 - cos 81 
T2J = n cos 82 + cos 81 

t12 
2 cos81 

= cos 81 + n cos 82 

t23 
2n cos fJ2 

= n cos 82 + cos 81 
(6.7) 

where n = 1.85 ·is the index of refraction of Mylar for millimeter wavelengths[86]. High

frequency losses in the Mylar beamsplitter are neglected. Numerical calcUlations of the 

quantities r .Lti_ and rJ. t.L indicate the following: 

Re[rj_t.L] = Re[r .Ltj_] = 0 

Im[rj_t.L] -Im[r .Lti.] ::J 0. (6.8) 

Figure 6.3 shows the beam splitter efficiency 2Im[r .Lti_] plotted as a function of frequency 

for a Mylar beamsplitter with thickness 175 Jlm and 81 ::: 1r /4. This beamsplitter has useful 

efficiency from 50- 450 GHz. Substitution of (6.8) into (6.5) gives 

I(E1(t) + E2(t + r))l2 = I(EI(w))l2 lr .LI2 + I(E2(w))l2 lt.LI2 + 
2(E1(w)E2(w ))Im[r .Ltj_] sin¢. (6.9) 

Equation (6.9) can be generalized for the case when E1(t) and E 2(t) are comprised of 

photons with many different frequencies w. Then, application of the Wiener-Khintchine 

theorem[81] gives 

I{EI(t) + E2(t + r)}l
2 = 2~ j_: dw {I{E1(w)}l

2
lr .LI2 + I{E2(w))l2 lt.LI2+ 

2{E1(w)E2(w)}Im[r .Ltj_] sin(wr)} . (6.10) 

Equation (6.10) shows we can measure the power spectrum of the absorbed electric 

field as a function of frequency by monitoring the output of the square-law detector as a 

function of time delay T = 2djc and calculating its sine. Fourier transform. 

(6 .. 11) 

The operation of conventional Fourier transform spectrometers (FTS) is based on 

an equation similar to (6.11) but with sin(wr) replaced by cos(wr) and Im[r .Lti_] replaced 

by lr .Lti_l2 • These changes are a result of the- symmetric design used for most FTS's. In 
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Figure 6.3: Beam splitter efficiency 21m[ r .l. tj.J plotted as a function of frequency for a Mylar 

beamsplitter with tli.ickness 175 J.lm and 81 = 1r /4. This beamsplitter has useful efficiency 

from 50 - 450 GHz. 

an FTS, a single radiation source emits light which is divided by the beamsplitterinto two 

components, each of which transmits and reflects off the beamsplitter. In principle, the 
' 

FTS and the interferometer in Fig. 6.2 give equivalent information when used for linear 

spectroscopy. Section 6. 7 discusses how the sine-symmetry of the interferometer used in 

this work has advantages for making nonlinear measurements. 

The first measurements using the interferometer were made for calibration of the 

photoconductive switches. The cryostat housing the SIS junction in Fig. 6.2 was replaced 

with a cryostat containing a: composite bolometer which operates at T = 1.6 K. The bolome

ter was designed for measurements with low background power. Its spectral range is re

stricted to frequencies < 600 GHz by a cooled low-pass filter of fiuorogold which prevents 

300 K thermal radiation from saturating the bolometer. The DC voltage across each photo

conductive switch was adjusted until the RF power in each arm of the interferometer was the 

same. The intensity of one of the visible beams from the laser was modulated at 10Hz with 

a chopper wheel and a lock-in amplifier measured the signal from the bolometer. Figure 6.4a 

shows the signal at the output of the lock-in amplifier plotted as a fo.nction of the mirror 
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Figure 6.4: Measurements using the interferometer in Fig. ·6.2 using a bolometer in place 

of the SIS junction. (a) Bolometer signal plotted as a function of rilirror displacement in 

the delay line. (b) Amplitude of the Fourier-transform of the interferogram. The spectral 

power of the photoconductive switches peaks at 180 GHz and has an ,....., 80 GHz bandwidth 
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displacement d. A null appears in the interferogram at zero time-delay (d = 1550 JLm). 

Here, the electric fields have a phase difference of .tt and cancel. Fdr time delays lrl > 0, 

the interferogram has sine-symmetry. The power spectrum calculated from the Fourier · 

transform of Fig. 6.4a is shown in Fig. 6.4b. The spectral power peaks at 180 GHz and 

the bandwidth between the -3 dB points is "'80 GHz. Comparison with Fig. 6.3 indicates 

the beamsplitter efficiency is roughly constant over the bandwidth of the photoconductive 

switch. The small structure in the spectrum of Fig. 6.4 may arise from interference effects 

related to th€ coupling of the Winston cone to the quasioptical system. 

6.4 SIS junction fabrication 

The SIS junctions were fabricated at Conductus, Inc. with a Nb trilayer process[87] 

which is primarily used for fabricating digital circuits based on Josephson junctions. Fig

ure 6.5 shows a schematic cross-section of such a junction. The Nb trilayer is deposited in 

situ.. First, the Nb counter electrode is sputtered onto a silicon wafer of 4" diameter; Next, 

a thin aluminum film is deposited and oxidized to form the insulating ~unnel barrier. The 

top Nb electrode is then deposited and selectively ano4ized to define' the junction area. A 

layer of Si02 is deposited for electrical isolation. Finally, a Nb "wire-up" layer is deposited 

which serves as one terminal of a planar log-periodic antenna. The counter electrode forms 

the other antenna terminal. 

A typical junction has a 2 x 2 JLm area and a critical current density of 5 x 

103 A em - 2• The capacitance is C ::::: 200 fF and RN = 14 fl. For a frequency w /2-rr = 
180 GHz, the product wRNC ::::: 3 gives an indication of the amount of RF power which is 

shunted through the geometric capacitance C. A magnetic field of about 100 G cancels the 

Cooper pair'tunneling current and allows us .to isolate the quasiparticle tunneling current. 

6.5 Video detector response 

The nonlinearity in the I-V curve of the SIS junction leads to frequency conversion. 

In the case of video detection, an RF voltage Vw of angular frequency w is converted to a· 

DC current. For RF voltages with eVw/1iw ~ 1, video detection in an SIS junction has a 

square-law behavior. A sharp nonlinearity leads to efficient conversion from RF to DC. The 

current responsivity-defined as the induced DC current per unit RF power incident on the 
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Anodization 

Nb 

Figure 6.5: Schematic diagram of the cross-section of a Nb/ AlOx/Nb trilayer junction 

fabricated at Conductus, Inc. 

junction-is a measure of the conversion efficiency of an SIS video detector. Tucker derived 

the following expression by using the equations presented in Chapter 5 in the small-signal 

limit eV(JJjhw ~ 1 

SI(w) = Alvc = _:_ Ivc(Vo + 1iwje)- 2Ivc(Vo) +lvc(Vo -1iwje) CRF. 
PRF hw IDc(Vo + !iwje)- Ivc(Vo -1iwje) · 

(6.12) 

The RF coupling coefficient is 

A- J . ly y·,2 
CRF = 1 - YA + YJ ' (6.13) 

where YJ is the junction admittance and YA is the antenna-admittance. The expression for 

S1(w) in (6.12) reduces to the classical expression 

in the limit of small w where 

[ 
d~c 

(ej2hw)(Ivc Vo + 1iwje]- Ivc[Vo -1iwje]) =-. 
dV0 

(6.14) 

(6.15) 

The admittance of an SIS junction with capacitance C can be written as YJ = 
Gq + i(Bq + wC). The quantum conductance Gq and the quantum susceptance Bq can be 

calculated from the DC I-V curve and from the Kramers-Kronig transform lKK(V) of the 

.. 

•· 
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DC 1-V curve, respectively [75]. 

Gq 2~ [IDe(Vo + hw/e)- lDe(Vo- hwfe)] 
e . 

Bq = 
2
hw [IKK(Vo + hw/e)- 2IKK(Va) + IKK(Vo- hwfe)] 
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(6.16) 

(6.17) 

In the small-signal limit, processes involving the absorption of single photons dominate 

the response. The induced DC current AIDe is proportional to PRF(w ). The response of 

an SIS junction to a pulse of RF power can then be calculated by adding the values of 

AIDe computed using (6.12) for each frequency component in the pulse. At large signal 

levels eVwfhw ~ 1, multiple-photon absorption processes are important and the broad-band 

response is best calculated using the time-domain formulation (5.19). 

We used a photoconductive switch to illuminate an SIS junction with pulses of RF 

power at a repetition rate of 100 MHz. Figure 6.6 shows the time-averaged video response 

plotted as a function of V0 for two values of RF power. Consider the curve measured with 

4.2t.t W of RF power. For Vo < 1.5 m V, there is no discernible video signal since only 

photons in the pulse in Fig. 6.4 with frequency wj21r > (2A- Vo)/h ~ 300 GHz contribute 

to single-photon absorption. For V0 = 2.5 m V, there is a peak in the video response. This 

peak occurs at a lower frequency (2A- V0 )/h ~ 60 GHz than the frequency of the peak 

in Fig. 6.4 because ofthe frequency-dependence of S1(w). The factors e/hw and CRF in 

(6.12) reduce S1(w) when the frequency is increased. For bias voltages larger than the gap 

voltage V0 > 2. 75 m V, the video response is negative. The negative video response arises 

from stimulated emission of photons from occupied quasiparticle states in the "conduction -

band" of the right side of the junction in Fig. 5.1. These states are occupied because of DC 

injection of quasiparticles across the junction which occurs for eVa > 2A. 

The video response for 4.2t.t W of RF power has been multiplied by the ratio of 

the RF powers 68/4.2 = 16. H the video response were linear in power, the two curves 

would be identical. The near overlap of the two curves for 2.3 < V0 < 2.7ril.V indicates 

that the video response is nearly linear in power from 4.2t.t W to 68t.t W. At lower voltages, 

the curves no longer overlap. There is more signal at v;, = 2 m V for the 68 t.t W curve than 

a linear extrapolation in power from the 4.2t.t W curve predicts. The excess signal arises 

from nonlinear absorption processes where two or more photons coherently interact with 

a quasiparticle and cause it to tunnel. For example, two 90 GHz photons could cause a 

quasiparticle to tunnel when (2A- eV0 )/h = 180 GHz. The difference in shape of the two 

curves in Fig. 6.6 shows that the photoconductive switch has sufficient power for studying 
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Figure 6.6: Video detector response of a Nb SIS junction to a single RF pulse from a 

photoconductive switch. The video response for two values of the peak power in 'the RF 

pulse is plotted as a function of the bias voltage V0 across the SIS junction. 

· the nonlinear response of the SIS junction. 

6.6 Time-domain data 

We placed the SIS cryostat in the interferometer and adjusted the bias voltage on 

the photocon~uctive switches until the peak RF power from each arm of the interferometer 

was "' 1 J.L W. The beam in one of the arms was modulated at 1 KHz. The signal from 

the SIS junction was coupled through a 300 K transformer to a low-noise FET amplifier 

with a spot noise referred to the SIS junction of 0.2 n V /Hz112 at 1kHz. Figure 6. 7a shows 

the average video signal of the SIS junction measured as a function of time-delay between 

the two RF pulses. At this power, the video signal was proportional to the RF power for 

V0 = 2.2 m V and there was an adequate ratio of signal to noise. Each interferogram was 

measured for approximately 15 minutes. Curves corresponding to different values of Vo are 

offset for clarity. A null appears in the data at zero delay since the electric fields which 

couple to the antenna cancel. The oscillations at non-zero delays result from the coherent · 

tunneling of quasi particles in the quantum regime. Figure 6. 7b shows the amplitude of the 

.. 
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· Figure 6. 7: (a) Shift in the DC quasiparticle current t:l:IDc generated by two pulses of mil

limeter radiation. plotted as a function of the time-delay between the pulses. (b) Amplitude 

of the Fourier transforms of the data in (a). 

Fourier transforms of the cross-correlations in Fig. 6. 7a. As V0 is r~duced from 2.5 m V, the 

threshold frequency (2~- eVo)/h increases and the amplitude of low-frequency oscillations 

decreases while high frequency oscillations persist. The small structure in the power spectra 

results from interference effects in coupling the electrical pulses through the optical system 

and onto the log-periodic antenna in the cryostat. 

It is difficult to make direct comparisons between the data in Fig. 6. 7 and the 

theory in Chapter 5. To simulate the data, the theory requires detailed knowledge of the RF 

pulses and of the cqupling between the log-periodic antenna and the quasi-optical system. 

In the small-signal limit where the video response is linear in power, one can compare 
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ratios of the spectra in Fig. 6. 7h for different Vo with calculated ratios of f:l.Ivc(w, V0 ) = 

S1(w, V0 )PnF(w). Many details of the RF pulse cancel out of the ratios. The current 

responsivity (6.12) can be calculated from the DC I-V curve if C a.D.d YA are known. The 

capacitance C is ,...,. 200fF. The antenna admittance YA can be a source of uncertainty. 

The log-periodic antenna belongs to a special class of planar antennas referred to as "self

complementary" antennas, in which the pattern of the metallic part is the same as that of 

the dielectric part. The admittance YA of self-complementary antennas made with a lossless 

conductor on a semi-infinite substrate with no sources of reflection is[88] 

(6.18) 

where Er is the relative dielectric constant of the substrate. For a log-periodic antenna on 

a Si substrate, Er = 11.9 for millimeter waves[86] and YA = (75 n)-1
• Measurements by 

Nahum et al. suggest that the beam pattern depends on frequency[89]. The portion of the 

beam which does not couple out of the cryostat can reflect off the interior walls and make 

YA dependent on frequency. 

The antenna was designed to be impedance-mismatched to the SIS junction. The 

impedance~mismatch provides some cancellation of YA in the ratios of the spectra. At 

120 GHz, the admittance of the junction is,...,. (7 n)-1 while the nominal antenna admittance 

is (75Q)-1. Equation (6.13) for CnF can be expanded in terms ofYA/YJ, where IYA/YJI:::::: 

0.1. The result to first order is CRF :::::: 4Re[YA/Yj]. The contribution of YA to the ratios 

of spectra with different Vo cancels if YA is real. The cancellation is imperfect if YA has an 

imaginary component. 

The symbols in Fig. 6.8 show ratios of the spectra in Fig. 6. 7b to the spectrum 

measured with V0 = 2.5 m V. The data show an absorption edge which scales with the 

frequency (2f:l.-eV0 )jh. The solid lines are calculated from equations (6.12)-(6.17) using the 

DC I-V curve measured at T = 1.6 K. We assumed a real antenna admittance YA = (75n)-1 

and that the junction capacitance was C = 200 fF. No fitting parameters were varied 

in calculating the solid lines. The calculated lines are in agreement with the data for 

2.1 ~ V0 ~ 2.3 m V. The data for V0 = 2.4 m V fall slightly below the theoretical curve. For 

frequencies less than ,...., 170 GHz, the structure in the ratios is reproducible and may arise 

from interference effects in the quasioptical system. For frequencies > 170 GHz, the video 

signal is small and amplifier noise contributes to the structure in the ratios for the following 

reasons. First, the RF power was kept small in these measurements so the SIS junction 
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Figure 6.8: The symbols are ratios of the spectra shown in Fig. 6. 7b to the spectrum 

measured with V0 = 2.5 m V. Solid lines show calculations from linear theory of photo~

assisted tunneling. 

would respond line~ly; Second, the duty cycle of the photoconductive switches was 0.1% 

but the preamplifier measured the signal from the SIS junction with a duty cycle of 100%. 

The signal-to-noise ratio could be improved by using a box car averager which operates at 

a repetition rate of 100 MHz. 

6. 7 Nonlinear response 

The previous section presented measurements in the time-domain of the linear .• , 
response of the quasiparticle current to an RF pulse. In principle, linear spectroscopy can be 

done in either the time-domain or in the frequency-domain. For example, a Gunn oscillator . 

which is tunable over the bandwidth of the photoconductive switch could be used to measure 
( . 

the data in Fig. 6.8 without using an interferometer. In practice, broad-band measurements 

with tunable CW oscillators can be difficult because of interference effects. Sometimes these 

effects can be avoided by averaging the CW signal over many frequencies. Nonetheless, in 
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measuring the linear response spectrum we have not used the unique capability of the 

photoconductive switch to provide short temporal pulses of millimeter waves. We have only 

exploited the brightness and broad bandwidth of the source. In this section, we discuss a 

nonlinear measurement of the quasiparticle response which uses the short pulse to obtain 

information about the quasiparticle lifetime. 

Consider the interaction between a photon with energy 1iw > 2~ - e V0 and a 

quasiparticle excitation. According to the theory of Cohen, Falicov, and Phillips[72], if 

the photon is absorbed, the quasiparticle oscillates with frequency w j21r back and forth 

across the junction forever. The infinite lifetime is manifested in the delta-function in the 

spectral distribution function ( 5.12) for a quasiparticle. In this theory, the impulse response 

of the junction shown in Fig. 5.4 decays only because many quasiparticles are excited, each 

with a slightly different energy. The quasiparticle oscillations then dephase in a time r 2 

and the total current flowing, through the junction averages to zero. The theory, however, 

assumes that the quasiparticles are still excited. The finite lifetime of the quasiparticle can 

be calculated using BCS strong-coupling theory. Kaplan et al.[90] calculated values for the 

quasiparticle lifetime in various bulk superconductors using data for a 2 F(S1). Here, a is 

the matrix element for the electron-phonon interaction and F(S1) is the phonon density of 

states. The results of the strong-coupling calculation indicate that a quasiparticle excitation 

. with energy ~k > ~ has two lifetimes. In a short time rqp2, the quasiparticle emits phonons 

and scatters to the gap-edge ~k = ~- In a longer time 'Tqpll the quasiparticle scatters with 

another quasiparticle of opposite spin and momentum, emits a phono~ of energy "' 2~, and 

relaxes to the BCS. ground state~ Both times 'Tqpl and 'Tqp2 depend on the temperature of 

the superconductor and on the density of quasip~ticles. Dynes et al. deduced information 

about the quasiparticle lifetime from the temperature-dependence of the DC 1-V curve for a 

tunnel junction made from a Pb:Bi alloy[91]. This technique requires an SIS junction with . 
an extremely sharp onset in current at 2~/e and has poor sensitivity forT< 0.5Tc. 

The data in Fig. 6. 7 are proportional to the first order correlation function 

g(l>(r) = (E*(t)E(t + r)) + C.C. 

IX (I*(t)!(t + r)) + C.C., (6.19) 

where E(t) and I(t) are the local electric field and current across the junction, respec

tively. The function g(l>(r) measures how long the quasiparticle current oscillates co

herently in response to a voltage pulse. The coherence time rc measured by g(l >( r) is 

,. 
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r;1 ::::::_ r.J 1 + (2rqpi)-1 + (2Tqp2 )-1 • The lifetimes which determine Tc cannot be measured 

independently with linear ·spectroscopy. Researchers in laser spectroscopy have devised 

nonlinear techniques which can separate these lifetimes. Some examples are pump-probe, 

spectral hole-burning, and transient four-wave mixing techniques such as photon-echoes[92). 

All these techniques measure higher order correlation functions than g(1l(r). The samples 

are usually measured using laser beams with opposite polarizations or with different direc

tions of propagation to avoid the large background signal resulting from g(1l(r). 

The second~order correlation function 9(2)( T) contains information on the lifetimes. 

9(2
)( r) = (E.(t)E.(t)E(t + r)E(t + r)) + (E.(t)E(t)E.(t + r)E(t + r)) + C.C. (6.20) 

The signal for 9(2) ( T) is higher order in the interaction between photons and quasiparticles 

than the signal for g(l>(r). Therefore, g(2l(r) ~. 9(1>(r) and it is difficult to measure 

9(2l(r) unless some procedure is used to reduce the contribution from 9(1l(r). The SIS 

junction is much smaller than a millimeter wavelength and is antenna-coupled. The antenna 

couples to light of a single spatial mode and of one polarization. Therefore, the contribution 

from 9(1l(r) cannot be reduced by using opposite polarizations or beams with different 

propagation vectors. We will argue that the sine-symmetry of the signal for g(1l(r) in our 

interferometer allows us to measure 9(2l(r) independently. 

Detailed discussions of 9(2>(r) exist in textbooks on nonlinear optics[19, 92). Some 

of the basic results are reproduced here. The first term in (6.20) and its complex conjugate 

can be reduced[19) to l9(1l(r)l 2
• These terms only provide information about the coherence 

time Tc. The second term in (6.20) and its complex conjugate are closely related to the 

intensity autocorrelation function[93). H the junction absorbs a pulse of photons at t.= 0, 

these terms measure how long the absorption of additional photons from a second pulse is 

correlated with the first pulse. For example, if 80% of the available quasiparticle states are 

occupied after the first pulse, additional excitation of quasiparticles by the second pulse will 

be suppressed until a recombination time Tqpl has elapsed and the states are vacant. 
I 

In section 6.3 we showed that ·the signal corresponding to g(1)( T) can be mea-

sured when the video response of the SIS junction is a square-law process. Because of 

the asymmetry of the interferometer, the beam splitter efficiency is 2Im[r.l_t1.] and 9(1l(r) 

has sine-symmetry. At higher ·levels of RF power than were used for measuring the lin

ear response, the video response has a higher order contribution ·from fourth-law detection 

. lout ex: IVinl 4
• This term in the video response results in a term in the interferometer data 
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which is proportional to 

(6.21) 

Expanding ( 6.21) gives the terms in g(2)( T ), all of which are multiplied by the coefficient 

lrJ. t..1. 12 cos(2wr ). Hence, the terms corresponding to g(2)( r) have cosine-symmetry while the 

terms corresponding to g(I )( r) have sine-sy~metry. H the interferomete.r is carefully aligned, 

g< 2)( T) can be separated from g< 1>( r) by subtracting the data which are sine-symmetric from 

the interferogram. 

Figure 6.9 shows preliminary data for both the sine-symmetric and cosine-symmetric 

parts of measured interferograms. These data were collected at various levels of RF power 
. . 

with the SIS junction at T = 1.6 K. These data have not been analyzed in detail, but some 

comments are appropriate. The curves in Fig. 6.9 are offset by an additive constant. The 

magnitude of the cosine-symmetric data is much smaller than that of the sine-symmetric 

data. The difference in magnitudes is consistent with interpreting the cosine-symmetric 

data as a higher-order correlation. We assume that the effect of increasing the RF power 

is to increase the density of excited quasiparticles. The magnitude of the sine-symmetric 

dat.a is roughly proportional to the RF power but the shape does not change significantly. 

H the sine-symmetric data are a measure of g(l)(r), the constant shape indicates that the 

coherence time Tc of the quasiparticle oscillation does not depend strongly on the density 

of quasiparticles. The cosine-symmetric data change in both magnitude and shape as the 

RF power is increased above 4.61-£W. H these data represent g(2)(r), the change in shape 

may indicate that the quasiparticle lifetimes Tqpl and Tqp2 depend on the density of excited 

quasi particles for RF powers > 4.6 JL W. Future experiments will measure data similar to 

Fig. 6.9 as a function of V0 and temperature T. A detailed fit of the cosine-symmetric. data 

to a phenomenological form for g<2)( T) may provide values for the quasiparticle lifetime as 

a function of V0 and T. 
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Figure 6.9: (a) Sine-symmetric part of an interferogram measured at various levels of RF 

power with Vo = 2.4mV. These data are proportional to g(1>(r). (b) Cosine•symmetric 

part of the interferogram measured at various levels of RF power with V0 = 2.4 m V. These 

data are proportional to g(2)( T ) • 
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